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Abstract
The subjects of this Thesis are the enlarging and magnifying properties of graphs. 
Upper bounds for the isoperimetric number i{G) of a graph G are determined with respect 
to such elementary graph properties as order, valency, and the number of three and four- 
cycles. The relationship between z(G) and the genus of G is studied in detail, and a class 
of graphs called finite element graphs is shown never to supply enlarging families. The 
magnifying properties of Hamiltonian cubic graphs are investigated, and a class of graphs 
known as shift graphs is defined. These are shown never to form enlarging families, using 
a technical lemma derived from Klawe’s Theorem on non-expanding families of graphs. 
The same lemma is used, in conjunction with some elementary character theory, to prove 
that several important classes of Cayley graphs do not form enlarging families, and to 
derive a lower bound on the subdominant eigenvalue of a vertex-transitive graph. The 
problem of finding Ramanujan graphs is discussed. Some necessary conditions for a graph 
to be Ramanujan, depending on the automorphism group of the graph, and the number of 
certain reduced walks in the graph, are derived. Finally, the techniques of Buck are used 
to construct an infinite number of families of linear expanders, deploying free subgroups 
of the group 5L (2 ,Z ).
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Chapter One 
Introduction
1.1 B asic  D efin itions
In what follows we will assume, unless otherwise stated, that all graphs have no loops or 
multiple edges (such graphs will be called simple), and are connected and undirected. The 
notation G = (V, E) denotes a graph G with vertex set V  and edge set E. The order of G 
is the number of vertices.
For a subset X  Ç V  we define the isoperimetric number of X  to be
where
r(V ) =  { v €  V I 3xG A with { x , v } e E } ,
and F(%) \  X  denotes the set of elements of F(%) that are not also in X.  From this we 
have the notion of a magniGer.
D efin itio n  1.1. An (n,k,c)-magniGer is a k-regular graph G =  (V, E) o f order n with 
the property that t {X) > c for all X  Ç V  such that |%| < n/2 . ■
We define the isoperimetric number i = î(G) of G to be
i =  min{ %(X) I X  Ç y , |X | < n /2  }.
The adjacency matrix  of an undirected (but not necessarily simple) graph G = {V, E) 
with V  = {% !;...; t>„} is the n X n m atrix A = [a^y], where a^ y is defined to be the number
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of edges between Vi and Vj in G. The spectrum  of G is simply that of A. (For results 
linking the spectral and structural properties of a graph, see [Bi]). If G is a fc-regular 
graph which is undirected, then all its eigenvalues will be real and the largest will equal k. 
The condition that the multiplicity of k is equal to one is equivalent to the connectedness 
of G. Once the single eigenvalue k has been removed from the spectrum of G then the 
largest remaining eigenvalue is called the subdominant eigenvalue of G, and is denoted 
by Ai(G). Hence, Ai(G) ^  k is equivalent to the connectedness of G.
D efin itio n  1.2. An (n, k,€)-enlarger (e > 0) is a k-regular graph G o f order n such 
that Xi < k -  m
The close link between magnifiers and enlargers is revealed in the following lemma, 
due to Alon.
L em m a 1.3. (i) Every (n, k, e)-enlarger is an (n, k, c)-magnifier with c = fLej{k +  2e).
(ii) Every (n, k, c)-magniGer is an (n, k, e)-enlarger with e = c^/(4 +  2c^).
Proof, (i) [Al, Corollary 2.3].
(ii) [Al, Lemma 2.4]. ■
One might expect that, as the order of the graph becomes larger (with k  fixed), the 
eigenvalue Ai(G) would approach the valency k ,  but there exist families where this does 
not happen. A family o f linear enlargers is a sequence ( G r } ^ i  of graphs, where G  ^ is an 
(n^, fc, e)-enlarger, k  and e are positive constants independent of r, and oo with r.
The term  linear appears in the definition because the number of edges of G^ is linear as 
a function of its order (being equal to k r i r j 2 )  as r tends to infinity. A family o f linear 
magnifiers is defined analogously. In view of the preceding lemma, the search for families 
of linear magnifiers and linear enlargers amounts to essentially the same thing. In fact, all 
explicit constructions of such families have so far relied on demonstrating their enlarging 
property.
Besides being of theoretical interest in their own right, such families are im portant
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because they can be used to construct families of another type of graph known as an 
expander graph.
D efin ition  1.4. An {n, k, d)-expander is a bipartite graph G o f maximum valency k on 
two vertex sets known as I  (inputs) and O (outputs), where |/ | =  |0 | =  n and, for every 
subset X  Ç I  satisfying |X| < n/2,  we have
The graph G is called a strong expander i f  the above inequality holds for all X  Ç I. m
A family o f k-regular linear expanders with expansion d is  a sequence ( G r } ^ i  of 
graphs, where G^ is an (ur, k, d)-expander (d > 0) and + oo as r —> oo. Expanders 
can be obtained in a simple way from magnifiers. Let G be a (not necessarily simple) 
graph on vertex set V  = { tq ,. . . ,  i>„}. The augmented double cover of G is the bipartite 
graph G on input set In = { a:(f) | 1 < * < n } and output set =  { y(j)  | 1 < J < n }. 
Suppose that there are r edges between V{ and Vj in G. Then, if t /  j  there are r edges 
between x[i) and y[j)  in G, whilst if i =  j  there are r +  1 edges between r(t)  and y{j)  
in G. The following result, due to Alon, illustrates how we can use this construction to 
make expanders from magnifiers.
L em m a 1.5. The augmented double cover o f an (n, k,t)-magnifier is an (n , k  +  l,d )-  
expander with d = i . _____________________ _ __ _ ________________________________
Proof. Let G =  (V, E) be a (n, k, f)-magnifier and G be its augmented double cover. 
Let X  Ç In with \X\ < n / 2  and suppose X  is the corresponding subset of V . Then, 
if f  (A) Ç On is the set of neighbours of A  in G, clearly
|f(x)| = |x| + |r(x)\j>c| 
> |x |  + .- |x |
because G is an (n, k, î)-magnifier. Hence, because
and |V| =  \X\,  then we have 
as required. ■
Thus it is clear from the above that the augmented double covers of a family of linear 
magnifiers will be a family of linear expanders.
Expander graphs have several applications, among them being their use in parallel 
sorting networks [AKS], in the construction of sparse graphs with dense long paths [EGS], 
and in the construction of graphs with special connectivity properties known as supercon­
centrators.
D efin ition  1,6. An (n, k)-superconcentrator is a directed acyclic graph with n input 
vertices, n output vertices, and at most kn edges, with the following property: for ev­
ery 1 < r < n and every two sets A o f r inputs and B o f r outputs there are r vertex- 
disjoint directed paths from the vertices o f A to those o f B (establishing a one-to-one 
correspondence between them, but not a predetermined one). ■
A family o f linear superconcentrators o f density k is a set of (n^, k a  (l))-supercon- 
centrators (r =  1 ,2 ,...)  with Ur oo as r oo. That they may be derived from families 
of linear expanders is evinced in the following result.
L em m a 1.7. A family o f [nr , k ,2/  (p -  l))-sfcrong expanders, where p is a fixed integer 
greater than one, may be used to construct a family o f linear superconcentrators o f density 
{2k +  3)p T 1.
Proof. [GG, Theorem 3]. ■
A general criterion for good expanding families of graphs is to keep the valency k small 
whilst making the expansion d as large as possible. Hence, in view of the expression for the 
density in Lemma 1.7., a useful measure of quality of a family of linear expanders is the 
density of the derived family of linear superconcentrators; the lower the density, the better 
the expanders. In the next section, where we briefly review known constructions of families 
of expander graphs, we will give the corresponding density of the superconcentrators 
obtained with this in mind.
The study of superconcentrators is relevant to switching theory, where networks are 
needed to connect many users with a minimum number of switches employed [P2]. They 
are also useful in theoretical computer science, in areas such as pebbling ([PI], [Va]). 
Unfortunately, the explicit construction of families of linear superconcentrators is quite 
difficult, and so far all constructions have used families of linear expanders. It is known by 
nonconstructive counting arguments that there exist families of linear superconcentrators 
of density 36 [Ba], but so far no explicit construction has attained this value.
1.2 K now n  E x p a n d e r  C o n stru c tio n s
Margulis [Ma] constructed the first explicit family of linear expanders using group rep­
resentation theory, but was unable to give a value for the coefficient of expansion d. His 
expanding graphs were defined by labelling the vertices of each bipartite block with the 
elements of X (where is the ring of integers modulo m) and joining a typical 
vertex (x,y) in the first block to vertices in the second block of the form ( X , Y ) ,  where X  
and Y  are certain affine linear functions of x and y. Gabber and G alii [GG] adopted 
a very similar construction but were able to supply an explicit value for d. Hence, they 
were able to show that their strong expanders gave superconcentrators of density 273. 
By improving on these methods Jimbo and Maruoka [JM] constructed a family of linear 
(strong) expanders which yielded superconcentrators of density 248, but so far much the 
best result has been obtained by Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak [LPS]. Their enlargers, 
which are Cayley graphs of PGL{2, Zg), give superconcentrators of density 58 (using the
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analysis in [Bu]).
1.3 S u m m a ry  of N ew  R esu lts
There follows a brief outline of new results contained in this thesis. In Chapter 2 we 
present some upper bounds on t(G) in terms of elementary graph properties such as 
order, valency, and the number of cycles of length 3 and 4, while Chapter 3 is primarily 
devoted to the relationship between t(G) and the genus of G, in particular the fact that 
families of linear magnifiers must have ‘large’ genus compared to their order. We also 
show that a class of graphs known as finite element graphs never supply families of linear 
magnifiers. Chapter 4 is divided into two sections, the first of which establishes results 
concerning the magnifying and enlarging properties of Hamiltonian cubic graphs, while 
the second section introduces a class of graphs known as Shift graphs and derives a general 
formula for the spectrum of such a graph. In Chapter 5 a technical result is derived from 
Klawe’s theorem on non-expanding families of graphs and applied to the formula obtained 
in Chapter 4 to show that no families of shift graphs ever form families of linear enlargers. 
Chapter 6 consists of further consequences of Klawe’s theorem, in particular proofs that 
several important classes of Cayley graphs do not form families of linear enlargers. In 
Chapter 7 we present an upper bound for the ‘gap’ e = k — Ai(G) of a general vertex- 
transitive graph G using group representation theory, and in Chapter 8 we discuss the 
problem of finding Ramanujan graphs and give several possible criteria for establishing 
that a graph is Ramanujan. Finally, in Chapter 9 we use the methods of Buck to derive 
an infinite number of families of expander graphs with expansion converging to one.
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Chapter Two 
Elementary Results on i(G)
In this chapter we establish some elementary results on the isoperimetric number i{G) 
of a A:-regular graph G. We give a general upper bound for t{G), and also relate it to the 
number of cycles of length 3 and 4 in G. The graph G is assumed to be simple and 
connected throughout.
2.1 A n  U p p e r B o u n d  fo r %(G)
T h eo rem  2.1. Let G = {V, E) be a k-regular graph o f order n. Then
where [a:], [a;J denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to x, and the largest 
integer less than or equal to x, respectively.
Proof. Consider the set H  of all sets of [n/2j vertices from V. For any X  G H  denote 
by b{X) the quantity |r (A ) \  X\ ,  which is the number of vertices of G adjacent to the set X  
but not in X  itself. Then b[X) = Yn/2\i[X).  The average value of the function b[X)  on H  
is
I ' "
We evaluate the above sum by determining for how many sets X  G H a general vertex v 
appears as a member of F(A) \  X.
Suppose the neighbours of the vertex v G V  are N{v) = { w i , . . .  ,Wk}- Then, for 
each X  G H for which v G r (A ) \ X ,  there is an integer r between 1 and k such that
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exactly r of the neighbours of v belong to X.  The remaining [n/2j -  r vertices of X  must 
come from the set V  \  { v , w i , . . . ,  Thus
and =
Thus, since this quantity is independent of the vertex v, we have
Now it is clear that
( r )  ( jn /2 ^  -  r )  ~  coefficient of
=  the coefficient of in (1  +
n -  A
Thus we have
r =  l
and, together with (2.1) and (2.2), this implies that
Hence, since the average value of i on the members of H  is
? = B (G ) /[n /2 j
then there must exist an X  G H  for which f(X) < f. Furthermore, |X | < n /2 , so that 
i[G) < ff%) < I and we have
which, upon simplifying, leads to the required result. ■
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C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . Let be a family o f k-regular graphs, with the order o f Gr tending
to infinity with r. Then
l i m s u p î ( G r )  <  1 -  2"*.
r—*•00
Proof. Clearly the bound on i(G) in Theorem 2.1 tends to 1 — 2“  ^ as the order of G 
tends to infinity. ■
2.2 t(G) a n d  G ir th
There are several known results connecting the magnifying and enlarging properties of a 
graph with structural properties such as the diameter of the graph. For example, Alon and 
Milman [AM,Theorem 2.7] have shown that the diameter of a family of linear enlargers 
must be O(logn) (where n is the number of vertices) as n tends to infinity. The following 
result shows that, for graphs of low edge-connectivity to form magnifying families, the 
girth of the graphs must be bounded.
T h eo rem  2.3. Let {G ^}^! be a family o f k-regular graphs {k > 3) with Ur, the order 
o f Gr, tending to infinity with r. Suppose that the edge-connectivity o f each graph is at 
most k — I. Then either liminfr_.oo ffG^) =  0 or there is a constant M  such that the girth 
o f G r is at most M  for all r.
Proof. Let G^ be A-edge-connected for some 1 < X < k — 1 (the lower bound is to 
ensure that the graph is connected). Then there exists a set Er of A edges of Gr, and a 
partition V  =  Ar U Br of the vertices of Gr with the properties:
(1 ) Ar /  0  and Br 0 ;
(2) The set of edges with one vertex in Ar and the other in Br is precisely Er- 
W ithout loss of generality we may suppose that |Ar| < |Br| so that |Ar| < rir/2. Then
%(Gr) < %(Ar)
< { k - l ) / \ A r \ .
Hence either liminfr_,oo *(Ur) =  0, or [Ar] must be bounded for all r, say by M. In 
the latter case, since the graph Gr is /^-regular, the vertex subgraph of Gr on Ar has
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(/c|Ar| -  A) / 2  edges, and
[k\Ar\ — A) ^  ^ |A r | — 1) +  1
>
2
3 |A r |- 2 if A: > 3,
which is at least | because \  < k implies that | A^| > 2 . Hence this subgraph contains 
a cycle, of length necessarily no more than M. Thus the girth of Gr is at most M , which 
completes the proof. ■
2.3 C ubic  G ra p h s , F our-C ycles an d  î (G)
In this section we concentrate on cubic (that is, 3-regular) graphs and relate i(G) to the 
number of cycles of length 4 in the graph G. Given a cubic graph G =  (F, E)  of order n, 
we define
s(G) =  # {  {a, h,c,d} Ç.V | the vertex subgraph of G on {a, 6 , c, d} is a 4-cycle }.
We also define
((G) =  # {  {a, b, c, d,e, f }  Ç V  | the vertex subgraph of G on {a, b,c,d,e,  f }  = H }
where H  is the graph shown below.
We define a related graph Gi =  {Vi ,Ei)  as follows: To each 4-set counted in s(G) 
there corresponds a vertex in Vi, and two vertices of G% are adjacent if and only if the 
vertices of the two corresponding 4-cycles of G together form a vertex subgraph of G that 
is isomorphic to H.  From this definition it follows at once that we have |Vi| =  s(G) and 
|£ i |  =  ((G).
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L em m a 2.4. (i) Suppose the cubic graph G is 3-edge-connected and has order greater 
than 8. Then G i has maximum vertex degree at most 2.
(ii) If, additionally, G contains no vertex subgraph isomorphic to the graph F (where F 
is shown below)
then Gi is either acyclic or is a graph which is just a single cycle.
Proof, (i) Suppose that the conditions are satisfied, but Gi contains a vertex with 
three neighbours. Then it is easy to see that G contains one of the subgraphs below.
V
If {u,v}  €  E  then G, being connected, has order 8, whilst if {u, v} ^  E  then G is 
2-edge-connected, which in each case is a contradiction. Hence G i has maximum vertex 
degree at most two.
(ii) If G contains no subgraph isomorphic to F  and also satisfies the conditions of 
part (i) then clearly G% has no 3-cycles, and it is then easy to see that a path of length r





r +  1 
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of G. If the end vertices of the path in G i are adjacent then we have =  {u2 jt;2 },
in which case G (being connected) will be equal to the above subgraph in which the edges 
{uijVi} and {«2 ,^ 2 } have been identified with each other. Then Gi will simply consist 
of a single cycle of length r -f- 1, as required. ■
Suppose we have satisfied the conditions of Lemma 2.4, and that G i consists of 
a single cycle. Then, as is evident from the proof of lemma 2.4(ii), G contains as a 
subgraph two paths Z1 Z2 .. - XynlA\ and W1W2 .. together with the edges {a;*,
for * =  1, 2 , . . . ,  [n /4 j . Then, if we set




2 (n /4 j '
Hence, t{G) tends to zero as the order of G tends to infinity. In the light of what follows, 
we shall call a cubic graph G proper if it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4 and is such 
that G i is acyclic.
L em m a 2.5. Let D be an acyclic graph o f order m with maximum vertex degree at 
most 2. I f  D has at least 1 +  edges then it contains a path o f length at least r +  1.
Proof. Suppose D has no path of length at least r +  1. The maximal paths of D are 
precisely its connected components, so that if
CKt =  #  maximal paths of length i in D,
then, on counting vertices of D, we have
(r +  l)o!r +  v a r-i  +  H 2q!i œq = m. (2.4)
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Similarly, by counting edges in D, we obtain
rar +  (r -  l)cKr_i 4 h « i > 1 +  — ; . (2.5)r + 1
Subtracting (2.5) from (2.4) gives
mr
CKr +  • • • +  ckq ^  rn — ( --------) — 1+ + 1
^  -  1 .
(2 .6)
r + 1
Dividing equation (2.5) by r implies that
ar -\ h 0!i +  «0 > —^  +  -  (2.7)r +  1 r
Hence, by combining (2.6) and (2.7) we see that
m m l
-  1 >     +  -r + 1  - r + 1  r
which is clearly absurd for positive r, so that by contradiction there must exist a path 
in D of length at least r +  1. ■
In fact, it is easy to see that the above result is the best possible: For, if D = {V, E) 
is the union of a  disjoint r-paths then \V\ = a{r +  1) and
|E | =  a r
_  o:(r +  l) r  
~  ( r + 1 )
and D has no path of length r + 1 .
C o ro lla ry  2.6. Let G be a proper cubic graph o f order n, and suppose that
((G) > « (G )+ 1 -
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Then
" '" 4  ï ' & ï ' r +  3
Proof. If t(G) > (^i^)s(G ) +  1 then, by Lemma 2.5, the graph Gi has a path of 
length at least r +  1. This corresponds in G to the following vertex subgraph
r +  2
This subgraph has 2r +  6 vertices and, if we denote the set of these vertices by X,  
then in the graph G we have
| r ( x ) \ x |< 4 .
Thus, if 2r +  6 < n / 2  then it follows that
,(G) <
<
2r +  6
On the other hand, if 2r +  6 > n /2  then we choose the subgraph
which gives
and this completes the proof.




L em m a 2.7. Let G be a proper cubic graph o f order n. Further, suppose that no two 
four-cycles o f G have more than one edge in common. Then i f  s{G)/n > r /(2 r  +  2), 
then G I contains a path o f length r -  1.
Proof. Let H \ , . . . ,  Ha. be the components of G\,  so that Hi is a path with \H{\ 
vertices, of length \Hi\ — 1. Corresponding to Hi is a vertex subgraph of G of the form
because G is proper. Also, because no two four-cycles of G have more than one common 
edge, if X i is the set of vertices in the above subgraph of G corresponding to Hi, then 
X i n Ay =  0 if i ^  j .  (For otherwise either Hi and Hj are connected together in G i, or 
there exist two four-cycles in G with at least two common edges, which is a contradiction). 
Hence, since \Xi\ =  2(\Hi\ +  1), we have
a
n > 2 ^ ( | f f i |  +  l) .
i=l
Thus
s{G)/n =  ' ^ \ H i \ / n
i=l
SO that we have
<
n E u m  + i )) '
s{G)/n < max
l<i<a 2{\Hi\ +  1) 
Hence, if s[G)/n > r /(2 r  +  2), then there is an i for which
>
2(|i7i| +  l) -  2 ( r + l ) ’ 
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from which we see that \Hi\ > r, as required. ■
The results of Corollary 2 .6  and Lemma 2.7 provide an upper bound for t(G) in terms 
of the parameter s(G),  as we now show.
T h eo rem  2 .8 . Let G be a proper cubic graph o f order n, with the property that no two 
four-cycles have more than one edge in common. Then
t(G) < max ' ^
[n/4j ’
2s(G)
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, if s{G)/n  is at least r /(2 r  +  2) then there is a path of length 
r -  1 in G i and, by a very similar proof to that of Corollary 2 .6 , we have
f(G) < max [n/4j ’ r +  1 J ’
Now s(G )/n  < r /(2 r  +  2) if and only if r < 2s(G )/(n  -  2s(G)) and, since r is an integer, 
we may choose
2s(G) 
n -  2s(G)
which gives the required result. ■
C o ro lla ry  2.9. Let { G r} ^ i be a family o f proper cubic graphs, where Gr has order rir 
which tends to infinity with r. Then, i f  no two four-cycles o f Gr have more than one 
common edge, and s{Gr)/nr —> |  as r —> oo, then i{Gr) —> 0  as r oo.
Proof. If s(Gr)/rir I  then
2 8 (Gr:
_ Ur — 2 s(Gr)
GO
as r —> oo. The result now follows from that of Theorem 2.8. ■
In fact, it is clear that for any proper cubic graph G of order n in which no two 
four-cycles have more than one common edge we have s(G )/n  < 1/2, since equality would 
imply that Gi was a single cycle.
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2.4 C ubic  G ra p h s , T hree-C ycles an d  t(G)
In this section we examine the relationship between the number of three-cycles in a cubic 
graph G and its isoperimetric number. We assume throughout that G = (V, E)  is a cubic 
graph of order n that is not isomorphic to the complete graph K 4 on four vertices. We 
define
j (G)  = #  { {a, b, c,dj  Ç V  | the vertex subgraph of G on {a, b,c,d} = L j  
where L is the graph shown below.
T h eo rem  2 .1 0 . faj 7  > n / 6  and n > 18 t(G) < 1/3.
(bj 7  > n /5  and n > 28 = >  i(G) < 2/7.
(c) 7  > 3n/14 and n > 24 i{G) < 1/6.
Proof. We form the related graph G 2 = (I/2 , ^ 2) as follows: For each 4-set counted
in 7 (G) there corresponds a vertex in V2 of degree two, which we shall call an a-vertex, and
for each vertex of G not in such a 4-set there is a vertex in V2 of degree three, which we shall 
call a b-vertex. Two vertices u ,v  E V 2 are adjacent in G 2 if and only if the corresponding 
vertices and/or subgraphs were adjacent in G, and with the same multiplicity. Hence G 2 
contains 7  a-vertices and (n — 4 7 ) b-vertices. We shall always assume that G is connected, 
in which case it is easy to see that G 2 is too.
(a) If there exists an a-vertex and a b-vertex with two edges between them then G 
contains the subgraph X  shown below.
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Clearly i {X)  < |  so that n > 1 0  implies that t(G) < j .  Hence, if n > 18 then we 
may assume that each a-vertex has two distinct neighbours.
Suppose that in G 2 any two a-vertices are at a distance at least three apart. Then 
we may assign (uniquely) two b-vertices to each a-vertex (namely its neighbours in G 2 ) 
so that no b-vertex is assigned to more than one a-vertex. Hence, by counting b-vertices 
we have
n — 4 7  > 2 7
so that 7  < n / 6 . Thus, if 7  > n / 6  then there must exist two a-vertices which are at 
distance at most two apart in G 2 . There are two cases to consider: If G 2 contains the 
subgraph
then it follows that G contains the subgraph X  given by
and clearly t (X)  < 2 / 8 , so that if n > 16 (this is to ensure that |%| < n / 2  so that 




so that G contains the subgraph V  given by
which satisfies t (V)  < 3/9, so that if n > 18 then we must have t(G) < 1/3.
(b) As in (a) we may assume that any a-vertex has two distinct neighbours. A reduced 
walk of length r in G 2 is a sequence vqVi . . . of vertices in V2 such that {u*, €  E 2
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for 0  < t < r — 1 and f* ^  for 0 < * < r — 2, Suppose that every a-vertex has 
at most one reduced walk of length one or two to other a-vertices. Then it is easy to 
see that each a-vertex has a neighbouring b-vertex that is adjacent to no other a-vertex. 
Hence, counting b-vertices gives (n -  4^) > 7 , so that, if 7  > n /5  then there must exist an 
a-vertex with two reduced walks of length one or two to other a-vertices. This implies that 
one of the five configurations shown below must exist in Gg. For each configuration X  
we give the corresponding upper bound for z(X) (where X  is the subgraph of G that 
yielded the congifuration X  in Gg). Then, provided the order n of G satisfies n > 2\X\,  
we have i{G) < i{X).  (In fact it is easy to see, by considering the orders of each of the 
corresponding subgraphs of G, that n > 28 is sufficient).
(i)  i -------- ÿ-------- Î-
(ii) _9 i  8_
(iii) SL _ i  J i -




t ( G ) < |
■(G) < 1
The largest upper bound in the five cases for t(G) is 2/7, from which the result follows.
(c) Suppose that every a-vertex has at least one neighbour which is a b-vertex. We 
may then assign a b-vertex in this way to each a-vertex so that each b-vertex can be so 
assigned to at most three a-vertices. Thus, by counting b-vertices
n - 4 7  > - .
Hence, if 7  > 3n/13, then there exists an a-vertex that is adjacent to two other a-vertices, 
so that G contains the subgraph X  given by
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which satisfies i [X)  < 2 / 1 2 . Thus, if n > 24, then we have i[G) < < 1/6, as
required. ■
T h eo rem  2.11. I f  G is a cubic graph o f order n, then
t'(G) < max
n / 8 J ’
2 ( n - 4 i )
Proof. Firstly, suppose that G 2 consists of a single cycle. Then we let X  be the 
subgraph of G given by
[n /8 j
so that i{G) < *(%) < . From now on we assume that G 2 is not a single cycle.
Suppose that, in Gg, every a-vertex lies on a path (composed entirely of a-vertices) of 
length at most r — 1. Since Gg is not a cycle, there are two possible cases.
(a) The path in G g is of the form
and we associate the two b-vertices at the ends of this path with the path. Since each 
b-vertex has valency three, it can be associated with a path in this manner at most three 
times.
(b) The path is of the form
and we associate the b-vertex above with the path, but in this case the b-vertex can be 
associated with at most one other path (which would necessarily be of the type indicated 
in case (a)).
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Suppose there are a  paths of the type shown in (a), and ^  of the type shown in (b). 
Then, on counting the number of b-vertices in the manner suggested above, we have
Hence [a-\- P) < 2{n — 4 7 ). Now a  +  /? is the total number of maximal paths containing 
only a-vertices in the graph G 2 . If all such paths have length less than or equal to r -  1, 
then the number of them is clearly minimised when as many of them as possible have 
length r — 1. In other words we have [7 /r ]  < ck +  /?, so that
f7 /r ]  < 2 (n -  4 7 ).
Thus, if 7  > , then there must exist a path of a-vertices of length r, so that G contains
the subgraph X  given by
r +  I
and it is clear that < 2 (P+îy> from which we can obviously deduce that
t(G) < max
[ n / 8 j ’ 2(r +  l ) J  '
Now 7  > if and only if r < 2 (n -4-f) ’ choose
.2 (n -4 7 )_ - 1,
from which the required result follows. ■
Finally, the above result implies an asymptotic result for the value of t(G) as the 
value 7 /n
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C o ro lla ry  2.12. Let { G r} ^ j be a family o f cubic graphs o f order that tends to
infinity with r. Then, i f  ')(G r)/nr —> J as r —> oo, then i{G) 0.
Proof Use the upper bound for t(G) in Theorem 2.11. ■
In fact, if G is a cubic graph of order n then it is easy to see that ' ){G)/n < ^ with 
equality if and only if G 2 consists of a single cycle of a-vertices.
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Chapter Three 
Isoperimetric Number and Genus
In this chapter we derive upper bounds for f(G), where G is any graph whose genus 
is sufficiently small compared to its order. (For the definition of the genus of a graph see 
[Wi, p.69]). We apply these results to determine some results concerning the average face 
size of families of linear magnifiers. Finally we look at graphs whose average face size is 
an integer, and at a class of graphs known as Finite Element Graphs.
3.1 B o u n d in g  %(G) by  th e  G enus
For this section the following result is fundamental.
L em m a 3.1. (a) Suppose G is a planar (that is, genus 0) graph o f order n. Then there 
exists a partition V  = AU  B U C of its vertices such that:
(i) No edge o f G joins a vertex o f A to one o f B;
(ii) |A |, |B |< 2 n /3 ;
(iii)'\C\ < 2 V ^ .
(b) Suppose G is a graph o f genus g and order n. Then there exists a subset X  o f the 
vertices of G such that:
(i) |X | <
(ii) The genus o f the vertex subgraph G \  X  is at most g — 1.
Proof, (a) Lipton and Tarjan [LT, Corollary 2].
(b) Sider [Si]. ■
From Lemma 3.1(a) we may obtain a simple upper bound for the isoperimetric num­
ber i(G) of a planar graph G.
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T h eo rem  3.2. Let G be a planar graph o f order n > 72. Then
Proof Let A, B ,C  be as given in Lemma 3.1(a). Then we may suppose, without loss 
of generality, that |A| < |B |, whence it follows that \A\ < n/2. We also have
|A| T |S | ^  n — 2y/2n
and
|B| < 2n/3.
We thus deduce that
|A| > n/3  -  2 \ ^
> 0  (if n > 72).
Now it is clear from condition (i) of Lemma 3.1(a) that F(A) \  A Ç C, so that
^  2 \ ^
(n/3) -  2 \ / ^
a - '
Now, because |A| < n /2 , we have t(G) < f(A), from which the theorem follows immedi­
ately. ■
As a simple corollary to the above, we have the following result.
C o ro lla ry  3.3. There exist no families o f linear magniGers ( and hence enlargers) o f planar 
graphs.
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Proof. If { G r} ^ i is a family of fc-regular planar graphs such that the order Ur of Gr
tends to infinity with r, then by Theorem 3.2
- 1
if Ur > 72. Hence t(Gr) —^ 0 as r —> oo, so that cannot be a family of linear
enlargers. ■
We now make use of Lemma 3.1(b) to extend Theorem 3.2 to graphs of higher genus.
T h eo rem  3.4. If  G is a graph o f order n and has genus g which satisfies g < ~ 2,
then  ^(\/f - 0 ■
Proof. By Lemma 3.1(b) there exists a subset X i  of the vertices of G such that 
|% i| < \ / ^  and the vertex subgraph G \ X i  has genus at most g -  I. Similarly, applying 
the same lemma to the graph G \  X \  implies the existence of a subset X 2 of vertices of 
G \ X i  with 1X 2 ] < and such that the vertex subgraph G \  (%i U X 2 ) has genus at 
most g — 2. Continuing in this way it is clear that there is a subset X  = X i  U . . .  U Xg 
of the vertices of G with \X\ < g \ / ^  and such that the vertex subgraph H = G \  X  is 
planar.
By Lemma 3.1(a) there exists a partition A U  B L) C of the vertices of H  such that 
(since H  clearly has order at most n) the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.1(a) 
apply. As before, we assume that |A| < |B| so that |A| is at most half the order of H, 
which is itself at least n — g y /^ .  We then have
IA| T |jB| ^  (m — gyj2n) — 2\/2n
which, together with the fact that |B| < 2n/3, implies that
|A| > -  -  (^ +  2 ) V ^ ,
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which is positive i f # <  | \ / f  -  2 .
Let Fg(A) denote the set of vertices of G adjacent to some vertex of A, and de­
fine T h { A)  analagously. Suppose that v E Fg(A ) \  A. Then it is clear that either v E X  
or V E F//(A) \  A. However Th(A)  \ A Ç C  and clearly A  D C =  0, so that
|Fg (A ) \A | < |C| +  |X|
< 2 \ / ^  +  g \ / 2 n .
We deduce that, with respect to the graph G,
{g +  2 ) y / ^i{A) <
(n/3) — {g + 2 ) y / ^
and, because |A| is clearly at most n/2 , then t{G) < f(A) and the result follows. ■
C o ro lla ry  3.5. Let { G r} ^ i be a family o f k-regular graphs, such that the order o f Gr 
is Ur and the genus is gr- Then, i f  nr —> oo with r and gr = o[y/nj-) (so that g r j y f ^  tends 
to zero as r tends to inhnity), we have t(Gr) 0  as r ^  oo.
Proof. If gr = o{y/n^) then, for large enough r, we have gr < | \ / ^  -  2 so that, by 
Theorem 3.4,
+ 2)
Now, as r —)■ oo, so does y/rw/gr, so that f(Gr) —^ 0, as required. ■
To summarise Corollary 3.5, a family of linear magnifiers (or enlargers) must have 
genus gr = Q(y/n^) (that is, there exists a constant C  such that gr > Cyjnj. for all r). 
Note, however, that the usefulness of this result is restricted by the fact that, if G is a 
graph of valency at least 7, then it has genus g > n/12, where n is the order of G ([W i, 
Corollary 14C]). However, it remains a non-trivial result for graphs whose valency is at 
most 6 .
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3.2 A verage  Face Size an d  Iso p e rim e tric  N u m b e r
Let G be a connected A:-regular graph of order n and genus g. Then the number of faces /  
in any embedding of G on a surface of genus g is given by Euler’s formula:
n - ^  + f  = 2 - 2 g .  (3.1)
(See, for example, Wilson [Wi, pp.70-71].)
We define the average face size of G to be
0 (G) =  y .
Let { G r} ^ i be a family of fc-regular graphs, and let 0^ =  ^(G^). In this section we derive 
some conditions on the sequence {0 r } ^ i  if (G r } ^ i  is a family of linear magnifiers.
L em m a 3.6. Let { G r} ^ i be a family o f k-regular graphs (k < 6 ) with 0^ the average 
face size o f Gy. Suppose that there exists a positive integer R, and a positive constant e 
such that
where is the order o f Gr- Then, i f  > oo with r, we have i{Gr) 0 as r oo. 
Proof. Let r > R, so that
Then, by (3.1), if gr is the genus of G^,
[k — 2 )0 r — 2 k
gr = I P  rir
4
40,
Hence we have =  o(y/n^), so that, by Corollary 3.5, it follows that f(G ,) —^ 0 as r —> oo, 
as required. ■
The following theorem is a consequence of the above result.
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T h eo rem  3.7. Let be a family o f k-regular (k < 6) linear magniGers, with
average face size sequence Then
lim sup 0 , >
r —>00 fC — Z
Proof. From Lemma 3.6 we infer, since f(G ,) does not tend to zero as r tends to 
infinity, that for any choice of positive integer R  and a positive constant e , there exists 




where n , is the order of G ,. Hence there exist arbitrarily large r for which 0 , > 2 k/{k  — 2),
so that limsup,._,QQ 0 , > 2 k/{k  -  2 ), as required. ■
We now look at cubic graphs, and in particular those whose average face size is an 
integer.
L em m a 3.8. Let G be a cubic graph o f (necessarily) even order n with genus g and
average face size 0. Suppose that 0 is an integer greater than 6  and that
n =  2 pip 2 . . -Pr
where 2 < pi < p 2 < ’ ■ ' < Pr and the pi are all prime. Then either pi < 7  or g > njpi .  
Proof. Let G have /  faces in any embedding on a surface of genus g. Then, by (3.1),
/  =  2 -  2 p +  (piP2 . . Pr).
Suppose that g < njpi  and pi > 11. We shall show that this implies that 0 < 6  if 0 is an 
integer. We have





^ 6 p i . . . p r
2 -  4(p2 ■ . -Pr) +  (pi ■ . Pr)
From this we see that
which is less than pi if pi > 11. Hence pi > 0, so that p» > 0 for all i. Now the genus 
of G is given by Euler’s formula to be
n Sn .
=  1 +  — — —  since « =  3. 4 20
Thus, g being an integer, we have
y - - 2 j  +  2 + | ,
which means that 3n /0  is an integer, so that 0|6pi .. .p ,. However, <f> < Pi for all t, so it
follows that 0|6. In particular, 0 < 6 , whence the theorem follows. ■
We can apply this result to families of graphs as follows.
T h eo rem  3.9. Let be a family of cubic linear magniGers. Let G , have integral
average face size 0 ,, order n , and genus gr, for all r. Suppose
Tir = 2 p i ( r ) .. .ps{r),
where 2  < p i(r) < • • • < ps{r), all pi(r) are prime, and s may depend on r. Then there
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exists a positive integer R  such that
Vr > i? either (a) P i ( r )  < 7
or (b) Qr > n ,/p i( r) .
Proof. Suppose that there exist arbitrarily large r for which (j>r <b- Then clearly for 
any positive constants a, e there must be arbitrarily large r for which
It follows, from Lemma 3.6, that there would be a subsequence of with
the property that > 0  as r tends to infinity. But this contradicts the fact that
{ G r} ^ i is a family of cubic magnifiers. Hence there must exist an integer R  such that 
(f>r 7 for all r > R. The result then follows from Lemma 3.8. ■
3.3 F in ite  E lem en t G rap h s
A Finite Element Graph (as defined in [LT], and henceforth abbreviated to FEG) is a 
graph G obtained from a plane embedding of a planar graph by adding all possible edges 
of the form {u,v} where u and v are two non-adjacent vertices on the boundary of a 
common face in the embedded planar graph. In this section we investigate the magnifying 
properties of such graphs.
L em m a 3.10. Let G be a FEG of order n such that no face o f the underlying plane 
embedding has size greater than k. Then there exists a partition V  = AU  B U C of the 
vertices o f G with the following properties:
(i) No edge o f G joins a vertex in A to a vertex in B; 
fhj  | A | , | B | < 2 » / 3 ;
(iii) \C\ < 4[k/2\y/n.
Proof. Lipton and Tarjan [LT, Corollary 4]. ■
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C o ro lla ry  3.11. Let be a family o f k-regular FEGs, the order o f G , being n ,,
and Ur tending to inhnity with r. Then *(G,) —► 0 as r tends to inhnity.
Proof Let A, U B, U G, be the partition, as described in Lemma 3.10, of the vertices 
of G ,. Let I A, I < |B ,| so that |A,| < n ,/2 . Since G , is fc-regular, then every face of the 
underlying embedded planar graph has size at most fc +  1 , from which we see that
|G,| <4[(A: +  l ) / 2 j v ^ .
Hence it is clear that
|r(A,)\A,| <4[(fc + l ) / 2 j V ^ .  (3.2)
Now clearly |A ,| +  |B ,| > n , -  4[{k +  l)/2 j^/n7, and this implies, together with the fact 
that |S r | < 2n ,/3 , that
|Ar| > y  -  4[(fc +  l ) / 2 j y ^ ,  (3.3)
which is positive for large enough r. Now |A,| < n ,/2 , with the result that i(G ,) < t(A ,), 
so that (3.2) and (3.3) yield
i ( G r ) <  +  1 ) / 2 J V ^
K /3 ) - 4 [ ( f c + l ) /2 J V S ;
=  0 (n,  ^).
Hence z(G,) 0  as r —> oo, as required. ■
The above result may be summarised by saying that FEGs cannot be used to make 
families of linear magnifiers.
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Chapter Four 
Hamiltonian and Shift Graphs
The following chapter is divided into two sections, the first of which looks at the 
magnifying and enlarging properties of cubic (that is, 3 -regular) graphs which possess a 
Hamiltonian cycle. The second section presents a family of graphs which are generalisa­
tions of circulant graphs, and uses the techniques developed in the first section to derive 
their eigenvalues, information which will be useful in Chapter 5 .
4.1 H a m ilto n ia n  C ubic  G rap h s
Throughout this section, G will denote a cubic graph which possesses a Hamiltonian cycle. 
It will be convenient to label the vertices of G with the elements of the ring Z„, where n 
is the order of G. Then we can define such a graph G by an involution a in the symmetric 
group Sn (on the elements of Z„). To be precise, the graph G {a) is defined to have 
vertex set Zn and edge set given by the following rule: the vertex x is adjacent to z — 1 , 
a: +  1 and for each x E Z^  (all expressions reduced modulo n). Obviously we could
generalise this to higher valency graphs by including more involutions, but for the purposes 
of this section we will concentrate on the cubic case.
The techniques used to study the graphs presented in this chapter will be primarily 
spectral, so that the emphasis will be on enlarging as opposed to magnifying properties. 
To begin, however, we present two results which relate the involution a with the quan­
tity f(G((T)).
T h eo rem  4.1. Let G (a) be a cubic Hamiltonian graph of (necessarily) even order n. We 
define d(f,cr(f)) to be the distance between the vertices t and a{t) in the cycle formed on 
{ 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n -  1} by joining each vertex x  to x  -  1 and x + 1 (reduced modulo n). I f  we
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define the parameter & o f G [a) by
then
1 = 0
t{G{a)) < - (2  +  (j).
Proof We consider subsets Xi of vertices of G (a) of size n /2 , where
+ 1 , ^  -  1 } ( 0  < Î < n -  1 )
and all elements are reduced modulo n. 
We will calculate the average value
n — 1
X ; i r ( x . ) \ x < | / n
t  =  0
and use this to bound (<%)). Consider an arbitrary vertex j .  There are three cases to 
consider, depending on the value of d{j,a{j]).  We will assume, without loss of generality, 
that d{j ,a{j))  = j -  a{j).
(i) Suppose that 0 < d{j ,a{j))  < n/2. Then j  G r(A i) \  X{ if and only if
a) a{j)  G Xi  and j  ^  Xi ,  or
b) 2 — y +  1 , or
c) =
Hence j  G r(% t) \  Xi  if and only if
i G {a{j)  -  ^  +  -  -  +  2,. . . , i  -  - }  U {y +  1} U {y +  - } ,
where all elements are reduced modulo n. But y +  f  =  y ~ f  (modulo n), whilst
0  < y -  cr(y) < n /2  implies that y +  1 ^  {cr(y) -  f  +  1, . . .  ,y -  f  }. Hence there are
1 +  d( j ,a( j ) )  values of i for which y G F (A») \ X i .
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(ii) Suppose j - a ( j )  = n / 2 . Then j  €  r(X <)\X j if and only iff  e  { j  + l , j + 2 , . . .  ,y +  f  }, 
so here there are precisely d{j ,a{j))  suitable values of i.
(iii) Suppose that j  =  a{j).  Then j  e  F(X^) \  X< if and only if «' =  j  +  1 or j  + n / 2 , so 
there are 2  +  d(j ,u[j ))  suitable values of i.
From the above we see that j  G F(X^) \  Xi  for at most 2 +  d(j ,u[j ))  different i, and 
hence that
I  E  | r W )  \  < ^ E ( 2  +  d(j, <r(y))).
t= 0  j = 0
Hence we have
y=o
=  —(2 +  d). n
Thus there must exist an i for which i (Xi) < ^(2 +  d). Since |X^| =  n /2  implies that 
î(G(<7 )) < i{Xi),  the required result follows at once, ■
The above upper bound is easily seen to lead to an asymptotic result of the following 
nature.
C o ro lla ry  4.2. Let { G ,(a ,)} ^ i  he a family o f cubic Hamiltonian graphs with n ,, the 
order o f  G ,, tending to infinity with r. Then (7 , =  o(n,) implies that t(G,(<7,)) — 0 as
r —> oo.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.1. ■
Corollary 4.2 implies that, for a family of cubic Hamiltonian graphs to be magnifiers 
(that is, for the isoperimetric number i not to tend to zero as the order of the graph 
tends to infinity), the average ‘length’ of the edges {t,cr,(f)} of G,((Tr) must not tend to 
zero as r —> oo. We shall see later in this section that this necessary condition is not 
sufficient. We now show, for cubic Hamiltonian graphs, how we may improve the upper 
bound for i[G) from Theorem 2.1.
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T h eo rem  4.3. Suppose that G (a) is a simple, cubic Hamiltonian graph o f order n, and 
that it has t = t{G) triangles. Then
Proof. We will write a = (o i Pn/2 ), and refer to an edge of G(a)
of the form {oii,Pi} as a cross-edge of G[a).  We consider the set $  of all subsets of 
vertices of size 2[n/4j formed by the union of the end-points of [n/4j cross-edges, so that 
|$ | =  ([n/4j) G((%) is simple. We will evaluate the sum
A three-cycle in the graph G{cr) will necessarily be of the form (z -  l)a:(a:+ l)(a: -  1) for 
some X E Z„, so that + 1 , z -  1 } is a cross-edge. (Thus the number of triangles in G (a) 
is simply the number of transpositions (a* Pi) in the above expression for <r which satisfy 
d(ai ,pi )  =  2). Given x E VG((t),  how many X  E ^  satisfy x E r(A ) \  X7  This occurs if 
and only if a: +  1 or x -  1 is in A  and x ^  X .  Firstly, suppose that {x -  1 , x +  1} is not  a 
cross-edge of G (a). Then
# {  A G $  I X G r(A) \  A } =  # { A G $ | x - 1 g A  but  x, x +  1 ^  A}
+  # { A G $ | x 4 - l G A  but X -  l , x  ^  A }  
P ^ { X e ^ \ x - 1 , x P 1 e X  but X ^  A  }
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On the other hand, if {x — 1, x +  1 } is a cross-edge we see that
# { x e $ | . e r ( x ) \ x } = ( j " / 2 ) - ; ) .  (4.2)
If we sum over all vertices x of G (a), we obtain, using (4.1) and (4.2),
( [ n / 4 | - 1 ) ! ( F n / 4 l - l ) ! ^^" '  +  Ln/4J -  3) +  r{(n/2) -  2 %
so that
S
2 N 4 j ( ; ^ : j )
frt/4)
-  n ( (n /2 ) - " l ) ( ( r . / 2 ) - 2 ) ( "  ( i  +  f ï l  “  " ( f i l  '  0 ) '
Finally, using the inequalities n /4  < [n/4] < (n/4) +  1 we deduce from the above that
-  4 n ( n - 2 ) ? i - 4 ) ( " * ^ "  ”  ~
as required. ■
Note that the above result supplies an asymptotic upper bound for i(G{a))  (as the 
order tends to infinity) of | ,  compared to the value |  for general cubic graphs obtained 
from Corollary 2.2.
We now study a spectral approach to the class of cubic Hamiltonian graphs. If G{cr) 
is such a graph we may write its adjacency matrix A[a) as
A{(t) =  G„ +  P(<t),
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where Cn — [c^ y] is an n X n matrix given by c^ y =  1 if y =  t ±  1 (mod n), and c^ y =  0 
otherwise. P(a)  is the n X n permutation matrix of a, so that
(F(a)) = 1  ^ ( ^ ( 0  =  i) ;
 ^ ( 0  (otherwise).
In what follows we will adapt the techniques of Jimbo and Maruoka [JM] to these graphs. 
We let Qn = [o^ iy] denote the n x n matrix over the field C of complex numbers given by 
üJij — where üj = exp(27ri/n).
L em m a 4.4. If H* denotes the complex conjugate transpose o f ü n  then n*Hn =  f . 
Proof.
n — 1





1 (j  = 0
0 (y ^ 0
as required. ■
L em m a 4.5. I f  G {a) is of  order n, then
/  3 0 \
n ;A (a )n n  =
0 ^ H{a)
V /
where 0 denotes the vector (0, . . . , 0)  and 0^ is its transpose. Furthermore, I f  (a) is
t l  —  1
Hermitian o f order n — 1 and has largest eigenvalue equal to Ai(G((j)).
Proof. Since A(<j) is a real symmetric rnatrix, then A[a) = A((r), so that
(n ;A (a)n„)*  =  n ;A ((j)n„ , 
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which shows that n ;A (tr)n „  is Hermitian. Thus it must also be true that H(a)  is Hermi­
tian, provided that O* A(o-)n„ takes the form indicated.
Let n* A((7 )n„  =  [oLij]. Then clearly
n —\  / n —1
« 0 0  =  ^  W&0 f ^  CLkl^lO 




because G {a) is cubic. 
If y 7  ^ 0 we have
n —1 / n —1
0^0j  =  ^  Wko f ^  akiOJij  
k=0  1=0
 ^ n —1 / n —1
3
â S " '
=  0 ,
so that n* A((7 )nn  is of the required form. Since similar matrices have the same spectrum, 
the spectrum of H (o’) is just that of A(a)  with 3 removed once, and so the largest eigenvalue 
of H{a)  is Ai(G(cr)), by definition. ■
T h eo rem  4.6. I fG(a)  is a cubic Hamiltonian graph of order n, then Ai(G(ct)) is equal 
to the largest eigenvalue o f H{(t) =  [hij{(r)] (1 < %,y E ^ — 1), where
=  .
1  ^(r(k)j-kt otherwise.
n ^ k = 0  ^
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Proof. We know that we may write the adjacency matrix of G [a] as
A{a) = Cn +
Thus
and we determine H (cr) by evaluating the two matrices on the right-hand side of the above 
equation. From the earlier definition of Cn = [cki], we know that Cki =  1 if and only if 






n*CnOn =  diag(2 c o s ^ ) ”^Q, (4.3)
where we define diag(o:y)”“o to be an n X n matrix [oty] with all off-diagonal entries equal 
to zero and ayy =  ay for 0  < y < n — 1 .
From the earlier definition of P{(r) =  [pki{( )^]) we know that Pfcf(cr) =  1 if and only if 
I =  a[k),  and is zero otherwise. We thus have
(4.4)
k= 0
Hence, by combining equations (4.3) and (4.4) together with the fact that
/  3 0 \
Fln^n^n  +  f2* F(o')n„ — 0 ^ B((7)
V /
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it is easy to see that H[a)  is of the required form. ■
The result of Theorem 4.6 is useful in cases where H (cr) is a sparse or ‘nearly diagonal’ 
matrix, where it may be possible to determine the spectrum of G{cf) completely and so 
determine the enlarging behaviour as the order of the graph tends to infinity. We give two 
examples where this can be done.
(a) The class of graphs known as Mobius ladder graphs is defined by the involution 
(of the elements of Zn) cTn{k) = k P n / 2 . Hence Theorem 4 . 6  gives us
k=0
( - 1 )^  (y =  0 ; 
0  (J t^O-
Hence
H(an) = diag(2 c o s ^  +  ,
and the eigenvalues of the Mobius ladder graph G(o-„) are simply 3 together with the 
diagonal elements of H{an)- In particular, it is clear that
3 > Ai(G(<7yi)) =  2 cos ^  +  1,
so that, as n oo, the subdominant eigenvalue of G {an) tends to the value 3. We may 
summarise this by saying that there are no enlarging families of Mobius ladder graphs. 
Consequently, we have a counter-example to the converse statement of Corollary 4.2, for 
these graphs have the property that (T„ /  o(n), but they do not supply families of linear 
enlargers (or, equivalently, magnifiers).
(b) Suppose that cubic Hamiltonian graph G{an) is defined by the involution (of the
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elements of Z„) ffn(^) — k. Then by using the result of Theorem 4 . 6  we have
k = 0
Thus
1 (j  = - i  (mod n)); 
0  (otherwise).
H ( a n )  =  d i a g ( 2 c o s ^ ) ”^j + d i ^ ( l ) ^ ^ ^ ,
where diag(ay)^._^ denotes the (n — 1 ) x (n — 1 ) matrix [a^ y] for which a^y =  0  if 
* ^  ~ j  (mod n), and a^y =  ay otherwise. In this case it is a simple m atter to evalu­
ate the eigenvalues of if((7„), and they are of the form
27T ?
Ay — 2 COS h i  (1 < y < n — 1 ).
Clearly this implies that the subdominant eigenvalue of G(cr„) satisfies
27T 7
3 > Ai(G((7y,)) =  2 cos - y  +  1,
so that it must tend to 3 as n tends to infinity. Hence there are no enlarging families of 
these graphs.
Of considerably more interest than the preceding examples is the case where we take 
the order of the cubic Hamiltonian graph G{ap) to be a prime p by defining its vertex set 
to be the Galois field Fp, and define the involution Up by the rule
ro (fc = 0); 
■W =  j
I k~^ otherwise.
Using a numerical package on a computer to estimate Ai(G((jp)) for various primes p 
seemed to offer some numerical evidence that the value would not approach 3 as p — oo,
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and hence hope that these graphs would supply a family of linear enlargers. Unfortunately 
no proof has been forthcoming, but it is of interest to note that Lubotzky, Phillips and 
Sarnak[LPS2] were able to show that a very closely related family of cubic graphs did form 
a family of linear enlargers. Their graphs Xp ( p an odd prime) have as a vertex set the 
elements of the projective line PG{l ,p)  =  {0,1,. . . , p -  l,oo}, with {x ,y}  being an edge 
if and only if x = —y  ^ or x = y P I .  They were able to show that these graphs satisfied 
the inequality Ai(Ap) < 2.9990. Whilst this bound does not compare favourably with the 
bound for a cubic Ramanujan graph of Ai < 2 \ / 2  (see Chapter 7 for the definition of a 
Ramanujan graph and a proof of this bound), these are certainly the simplest enlargers 
to have been constructed so far.
4.2 S h ift G ra p h s
We begin this section by defining a class of graphs called shift graphs which includes a 
large number of Hamiltonian graphs amongst them. We will then proceed to calculate 
their spectra. We will not assume that our graphs are cubic, or indeed simple, but will 
assume that they all have even order.
Let n be a positive even integer. We let An,Tn and Z n  be three multisets (that 
is, elements of X n , Y n  and Z n  may occur with multiplicity greater than one) of integers 
modulo n. Further, we assume that they have the following form
A n  =  { x i „ , . . . , x „ ( n ) . n  I a:yn =  0 (mod 2) for 1 < y < a(n) }
Y n  =  { y i n ,  ■ • ■ , y i 3 {n) , n \ V j n  = f (mod 2 ) for 1 < y < ^(n) }
Zn =  { z in ,.. . ,z .,(n ) ,. |z y »  =  l (m od 2 ) for l < y < 7 ( r ^ ) } ,
where a[n),  P[n),'y[n) are non-negative integers (if one of them is zero, then the corre-
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sponding multiset is defined to be empty) which satisfy
2[a{n) P P{n)) P ^{n) = k. (4.5)
If we denote the triplet {Xn,Yn,Zn)  by then we define the shift graph Gn(Tn) to be 
a graph of order n with vertex set Z„ =  {0 , 1 , . . . ,  n -  1 }, such that a vertex x €  Z„ is 
adjacent to
(a) X ±  Xjn  (mod n) for y =  1, . . . ,  «(n);
(b) X ±  y j n  (mod n) for y =  1 , . .. ,P[n)\
(c) x P { - l ) ^ Z j n  (mod n) for y =  1 , . .  . , 7 (n).
From the above definition of adjacency and equation (4.5) it is obvious that the 
graph Gn{Tn)  is A:-regular. We will make one further assumption, that the triplet Tn 
always satisfies YnU Zn ^  0, for otherwise the graph would be disconnected. We will now 
derive the spectrum of Gn{Tn) , using the techniques introduced in the previous section. 
For 1 < r < OL[n) the matrix G, is defined by
[j = i ± X r n  (mod n));
{ 0  (otherwise).
The matrices D , (for 1 < r < P[n)) are defined analagously with respect to the parame­
ters and the matrices (for 1 < r < 7 (n)) are given by
f l  (j  = i p ( - l Y z r n  (mod n));
{ E r ) i i  =
( 0  (otherwise).
It follows that the adjacency matrix An of the graph G„(T„) is given by
a(n) /3(n) Tf(n)
An =  ^  C*, +  ^  ^  B ,. (4.6)
r = l  r = l  T=1
If we define the matrix 0» in the same way as in the previous section, then we have the
following result.
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L em m a 4.7. (i) n ;C ,n „  =  diag(2cos
(ii) n ^ D A  = diag(2 c o s ? ^ ) " : „ ' .
(iii)
f c o s ^  (i = j);
isin (z -  y =  n / 2  (mod n));
0  (otherwise).
(n%B,nn) .y =  <
Proof, (i) From the definition of the matrices involved we have, if C , =  [cjy].
( ^n^r^n) i y  ~  ^ T l  T l





(y =  0 ;
[ 0  (otherwise).
The proof of (ii) is very similar.
(iii) Let B , =  [eC], and cr,„ denote the involution of Z„ given by <7 ,^ =  x +  
(mod n). Then
n —1 / n —1
(n* Êrfî„) . . = “  E  ( E
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Thus
■I  ^ ( n /2 )  — 1
"  r = 0  "
2 ( n /£ )  —1
- ( O j ^ r n j  ^  ^ 2r(j-T)
r= 0
( c o s ^  = 
i sin — (i ~ j  = n / 2  (mod n));
0  (otherwise).
This completes the proof. ■
C o ro lla ry  4.8. (i) I f  An is the adjacency matrix o f Gn(Tn), then
/  k 0 \
HAAnOn =
0 ^ ffn~ l
V /
hij =
where H n -i is Hermitian with largest eigenvalue Xi(Gn{Tn))-
(ii) The m atrix H n -i  =  [/ityj (for I < t , j  < n -  I) is given by
' 2 E “l" / COS +  2 E f i" ’ cos
+  E 7 i " ' c o s ^  (' =  ; ) ;
i E ? i"i’ sin —Ï"-’' («' =  n / 2  (mod n)};
0  (otherwise).
Proof, (i) The proof is analagous to that of Lemma 4.5.
(ii) This follows directly from (i), the expression for the adjacency matrix given by 
equation (4.6), and the results of Lemma 4.7. ■
In order to present the matrix H n-i in a more manageable form, we define the
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functions f ,g  and h by
o 'Yfnl
/ M  = 2 ^ c o s ^ Z ^ + 2 T c o s ! ^  + y c o s ^ ^
a(r)  =  f { { n / 2 )  +  r)
2 nxrr,.r“(”) n 0(n)  ^ l { n )
=  2 T c o s ± ^ _ 2 y^  n ^







h{r) =  i sin. 2 nzm r
T = 1
Note that, since each is odd, we have h{{n/2) +  r) =  ~h(r).  Then, by using the result
of Corollary 4.8, we see that E n - i has the form shown below.
f / ( l ) 0 0 0 - M l ) 0 0 \
0 / ( 2 ) 0 0 0 - / i ( 2 )  . . 0
0 0 1) 0 0 0 • - ^ ( 2  '- 1 )
^ n - l  = 0 0 0 / ( ! ) 0 0 0
M l ) 0 0 0 ^(1) 0 0
0 /^(2) 0 0 0 M 2) " 0
I  0 0 . . .  M i - 1 ) 0 0 0 - M i - 1 ) ;
Then it is not too hard to see that, by suitable row and column operations,
( n / 2 ) - l  , \
d e t ( A / - i î„ _ i)  == (A - / (n/2))  (^ (-^  “ /(^)) (-^  ~ S'(^)) + (^0^  j •
Now
(A -  /(r))(A  -ff (r ) )  + h(r)^ =  A^  -  ( /( r)  +s(r))A  +  ( /( r)s (r )  +  ft(r)^),
which has roots
( /( r)  4- g{r)) ±  \ / (f{r) ~ ff(r)) -  4h(r)‘ 
A+,A, =  2
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We have now determined the spectrum of completely, and the results are sum­
marised in the following theorem.
T h eo rem  4.9. The spectrum  of G„(T„) is {Aq, An} U {A^, A+ | r =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  f  -  1 }, 
where
Aq — k
=  2 (o:(n) -  p(n)) -  ^(n)
a { n )
A7 ,A+ =  2 ^ 2 nXrr,.rcos
r =  l
± ^  27Tz,.„ry . 2 nZmrCOS-----------1- > cos---------- +  /  sm ----------
for r = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  ( n / 2 ) — 1 . ■ ;




Some Consequences of a Theorem of Klawe
5.1 K law e G ra p h s  a n d  C ircu lan t G raphs
In what follows we state the result of Klawe on non-expanding families of graphs (that is, 
those families whose graphs have an expansion that tends to zero as their order tends to 
infinity). We will use this result to derive a ‘technical’ lemma, which will be seen to apply 
to different classes of graphs than those covered by Klawe’s Theorem. These will include 
the Shift graphs introduced in Chapter 4, as well as some classes of Cayley graphs, which 
will be discussed in Chapter 6 . As in the last chapter, we do not assume the simplicity of 
any graph. Let
= { f i ’^ \ e  Zn I < t < k}
denote a multiset of k one-dimensional affinetransformationsof the ring Z„. The bipartite 
graph is defined on a set of input vertices In = { z(f) | 1 < f < n}  and output
vertices On = { y{i) | 1 < % < in which there are r edges between x(f) and ^ (j), where r 
is the number of /  G such that j  = f{i)  (mod n). We will refer in future to graphs of 
the form Gn.(^n) s-s Klawe graphs. The following, which we shall call Klawe’s Theorem, 
shows that families of fc-regular Klawe graphs never form families of linear expanders.
T h eo rem  5.1. Suppose that is given for infinitely many n and has fixed cardinality k, 
independent o f n. Then there exist functions N{k) and 6 [k,n) such that:
(i) For every n > N(k)  there exists an X  Ç In, in the graph Gn{^n),  such that )X| < n/2  
and
|r (A )| < ^l +  2(5(A:,n) ^ 1 -  
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(H) ô(k, n) 0 as n —>■ oo.
Proof. Klawe [Kl, Theorem 2 .1]. ■
Theorem 5.1(1) shows that the expansion of a Klawe graph G „(^„) satisfies < 
28[k,n),  and hence part (ii) shows that > 0 as n ^  oo. Hence no families of Klawe 
graphs are families of linear expanders.
We now go on to look at a class of (not necessarily bipartite) graphs and show that 
their augmented double covers (see Chapter 1 for a definition) are Klawe graphs.
D efin ition  5.2. A (not necessarily simple) graph G = {V, E) with V  =  { 1, 2 , . . . ,  n } is 
said to be circulant i f  its adjacency matrix A = [a^ y] satisfies where the
subscripts are reduced modulo n to lie i nV.m
Hence for such a graph G, the adjacency matrix A is completely determined by its 
first row (ai og - - ctn) and, since A is symmetric (because G is undirected) we have 
ai = a n -i+ 2 for 2 < i  < n. It is a simple matter to determine the spectrum of G.
L em m a 5.3. I f  G is a circulant graph whose adjacency matrix is A, the first row o f which 
is (ai 0 2  . .. On); then
spec(G) =  { ^  I r =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  n -  1 }
y=i
where oj = exp(27ri/n).
Proof. Biggs [Bi, Proposition 3.5]. ■
Given a circulant graph G of order n, it is clear that we may specify it completely by a 
multiset S(G)  of integers in { 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 }, where s G S(G)  with multiplicity Og+i, for 
s =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  n -  1. Then, mindful of the fact that all eigenvalues of G are real because A 
is symmetric, this leads us to the following expression for the spectrum of G using the 
result of Lemma 5.3.
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L em m a 5.4, I f  G is circulant o f order n then
spec(G) =  { cos— | r  =  0 , l , . . . , n - l } .
s 6 S ( G )  ^
The importance of circulant graphs lies in the fact that they can be used to ‘model’ 
certain types of spectra, as we now show.
T h eo rem  5.5. Let Fn be a multiset o f integers from the set {0 , 1 , . . . ,  [n/2j }, with m* 
being the multiplicity o f % in Fn- Then there exists a circulant graph G of order n and 
valency 2 |Fn| such that
spec(G) = { 2  ^ 2  cos  | r =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 }.
Proof Define the circulant matrix A  by its first row as
oi =  2 mo
ai = a n -i+2 =  m ~ i  ( 2  < Î < [n /2 ]) 
n(n/2)+i — 2 m („/2)>
the last definition being made if and only if n is even. Then A  is the adjacency m atrix of 
a circulant graph G of order n and valency k, where
k = ai + a2 +  h ctn
Ln/2J 
2 ^  rrn
t = 0
=  2 |f» |.
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Then spec(G) — { Aq, . . . ,  A„_j }, where, by Lemma 5.4, 
A ,=  ^ 27Tsrcos------
ses(G) ^
N 21 27r ( i - l ) r
=  2 mocosO+ m ^ _ ic o s - ^  ^  +  2 m ^/,cos,rr
2 ;r(n -  % +  l)r  +  > m i _ i co s —  ------------—
[n/2j
= 2 mo cos 0  +  2 Y  rrii cos-----
. t r
=  2  +  c o s ? ^
oceF^  ^
as required. ■
Now we consider the augmented double cover G of a circulant graph G of order n. 
The graph G is bipartite on input set = { x{{) | 1 < z < n } and output set =  
{y{j )  I 1 < i  < n }. Suppose that there are r edges between t and j  in G. Then, if i y , 
there are r edges between a:(t) and y{j) in G, whilst if t =  j  there are r +  1 edges between 
x{i) and y{j)  in G. But { i , j }  is an edge of G if and only if there exists an s G S(G)  such 
that j  = i -y s (mod n). From this it is clear that G =  Gn(^^n) where
^ n  = {fid'X>-^ x } u { f s ’. x ^  X + s \ s G  S{G)  }.
Or, put more simply:
T h eo rem  5 .6 . I f  G is a circulant graph o f order n and valency k, then the augmented 
double cover G is a Klawe graph of order 2n and valency A: +  1. ■
C o ro lla ry  5 . 7 . Let { G j ^ i  be a family o f augmented double covers o f k-regular circulant 
graphs, with order tending to infinity with r. Then, i f  Gy is an (n^, A; +  1, dr)-expander, 
we have dy 0  as r —>■ oo.
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Proof. This is immediate from Theorems 5.1 and 5.6. ■
From this we obtain the result which will be of considerable use throughout the rest 
of this chapter and the next.
T h eo rem  5.8. Let be a sequence of multisets such that each member of Fn lies
in the set { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n — 1}, and \ F n \  < k for all n, where k is a constant. Let e be a chosen 
positive constant. Then there is a positive integer N  =  X[e) with the following property: 
i f  n >  N  then there exists an integer r„ 6 { 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  n -  1} such that
cos > 1 - 6  Va G Fn-
Proof. Since the result will hold for { P n } ^ i if and only if it holds for the sequence 
{ K } n = i ,  where
Fn =  Fn U  {0, . . . ,0},  
k - \ Fn \
then without loss of generality we may assume that \Fn\ = k for all n. We define the 
parameter
^  27TO;r
6 ( F n )  = max 2 > cos . ^ l< r< n-l ^  n
  a £ Fn
Since cos(2;r(n — a )r/n )  — c o s (2 7 tccr/n) for integer r, we may assume that each a G Fn 
lies in the set { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  [n/2j}. Hence, by Theorem 5.5, there exists a circulant graph G» 
of order n and valency 2 k such that
E 27TQ:r . _ , 1 1cos —-  | r  — 0, l , . . . , n  1).
CXeFn
Now combining the results of Corollary 5.7, Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.3(i), we deduce that 
Ai(G„) ^  2fc as n -* oo. Now the value r =  0 corresponds to the eigenvalue 2 k, so that
Ai(G„) =
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^  — -^(c) such that, for any even n > N ,  there is an integer r„, G {1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 1} w i^th 
the property that
2 narn
c o s   > 1 - 6  V a E  Fn.n
Now a  is an integer, so that cos(27to;r„/n) =  cos(27ro:(n — r n ) / n )  for all a  G Fn-  In 
other words, we may choose the integer r„ from the set { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  (n /2) -  1}. (The choice 
rn — n j l  is ruled out because it would imply that costtq: > 1 -  e for all a  G Fn-  But we 
included in our definition of a shift graph the condition that 0, and a  G U
implies that costto: =  —1, which gives us a contradiction if we choose e < 2.)
Hence, using the expression for the eigenvalues of Gn(T„) given above, we deduce 
that G n { T n )  has an eigenvalue A+ such that
k > A+ > 2(1 -  c)a(n) +  ^ '(1  -  £)2(2,9(n) +  7 (n)) 
=  ( l - e ) ( 2 ( a ( n )  +  ^(n)) + q (n ))
=  (1 -  e)k,
so tha t A/" —> A: as n tends to infinity. Consequently, because
then we deduce that Ai(Gn(Tn)) —> A: as n oo, as required. ■
In particular, if we choose the triplet T„ so that 1 G Yn then the graph G„(T^) is 
obviously Hamiltonian, so Theorem 5.9 supplies us with a large number of (not necessarily 
cubic) linear families of Hamiltonian graphs which do not enlarge (that is, the subdominant 
eigenvalue of these graphs tends to the valency k as their order tends to infinity).
In the next chapter we will use Theorem 5.8 to show the non-existence of enlarging 
linear families of certain classes of Cayley graphs.
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Chapter Six 
Non-Enlarging Families of Cayley Graphs
6.1 C ay ley  G ra p h s
Let G be a finite group, Q a multiset of elements of G which generate G such that O =
The Cayley Graph G(H) has vertex set G, with there being r edges between vertices g 
and h if and only if r is the multiplicity of the element g~'^h in Q. The graph G(H)
is undirected because Q = implies that g~^h G H (with multiplicity r) if and only
/
if h~^g G Q (with multiplicity r). For the purposes of this chapter we will not assume 
that n  is a set (so that G(H) may have multiple edges), nor that 1 ^  Q (if 1 G H then the 
graph G (n) will have loops), but we always assume VL generates G, so that the graph G(H) 
is connected. If |n | =  k then G(H) will be /.-regular.
Cayley graphs are of some interest in the field of enlarging or expanding families of 
graphs. The construction of optimal enlargers by Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak [LPS] 
uses Cayley graphs of PGL(2,Zg). However in this chapter we will use the results of 
Chapter 5 together with some character theory to show that certain families of groups 
will never yield enlarging families of Cayley graphs. A suitable reference for the character 
theory involved is Ledermann [Le].
6.2 A b e lia n  G ro u p s
In this section we will prove that there are no enlarging linear families of Cayley graphs of 
Abelian groups. This result has already been proved, for example by Alon and Milman, 
but we include this proof because it uses the result derived from Klawe’s Theorem in 
Chapter 5. Throughout G(H) will denote the Cayley graph of the group G with respect to 
the generating multiset VL. First of all, we recall the structure theorem for finite Abelian
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groups.
T h e o re m  6.1. Let G be a hnite Abelian group. Then G is isomorphic to a direct sum
G =  Zr, © • • • ©
of finite non-trivial cyclic groups o f order for i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  a , such that r i|r 2 | . . . Ir .^ 
The Ti are uniquely determined by G, and are called the torsion invariants o f G. ■
Next, some information on the irreducible characters of a finite Abelian group.
T h e o rem  6.2. Let G = Zy, © • • • © Z^ ,^  be an arbitrary finite Abelian group. For any 
element g = (gi, g2 , • - ■, 9 a) ^  O the function ► C defined by
=  exp ( 2 7 r i ^  ^  ] ,
t=i
where x  =  (z i, Z2 , .. .,Xa), is an irreducible character of G of degree one. Furthermore 
the set { I g G G } is precisely the set of all |G| distinct irreducible characters of G.
Proof. Ledermann [Le, section 2.4). ■
As a final preliminary, there is a result relating the irreducible characters of an arbi­
trary finite group G to the spectrum of the Cayley graph G (0).
T h e o re m  6.3. Let G be a finite group of order n whose irreducible (complex) characters 
are Xi, ■ • - ,Xh with respective degrees n i , . . . ,  M ~  'Then the spectrum of
the Cayley graph G(Q) may be written
spec(G(n)) =  { Aijk I 1 < j ,  k < rii 1 < i < h },
where =  • • • =  (this common value being denoted by Xij) and, for any natural
number t,
A-1 + • • • + A*,,. =  Y  ( n  •
GO 5=1
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The above sum is taken over all t-tuples (p i, ■. .  ,gt) of elements o f f l ,  where an element g 
may appear in as many co-ordinate places as its multiplicity in H.
Proof Babai [B]. ■
To prove the main result of this section, the following lemma is required.
L em m a 6.4. Let G{Q) be a k-regular Cayley graph (assumed, as always, to be con­
nected), where G is an Abelian group whose decomposition (given by Theorem 6 .1 ) is
G = Zy, 0  • • • 0  •
Then any positive integer r can appear at most k times in the sequence r i , . . . ,r^ .
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that the integer r appears at least A: +  1 times 
in the sequence r ^ , . . ., Then, without any loss of generality, we may suppose that 
r = ri = ' • ' = r/c+i- It follows that < G. If we restrict the elements of Q to the
first A: +  1 co-ordinate positions, then (since H generates G) the resulting multiset Ù must 
generate Z^'^^, and has size k. Hence, since each element of Ô has order at most r, we 
have
^  |2 *+i| =  1 0 ) 1  < 
which is an obvious contradiction. This completes the proof. ■
T h e o re m  6.5. Let {G n (D n )} ^ i be a family o f k-regular Cayley graphs of Abelian 
groups, whose orders tend to infinity with n. Then Ai(Gn(nn)) k as n oo.
Proof. W ithout loss of generality, we may assume from Theorem 6.1 that for each n 
we have
Gn =  Zri(n) ® ® ,
where r i ( n ) |r 2 (n)| • • • (n) and we set r(n) =  ^a(n)(^)- Now \Qn\ = k for all n, but
|G^| 0 0  with n. Since, by Lemma 6.4, no integer can appear in the sequence of torsion
invariants for G ,^ more than k times, then it must be true that r(n) —> oo as n —> oo.
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Using Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, we know that for each g G Gn there is an eigenvalue
of G n(nn) given by
=  E
and these are the only eigenvalues of Gn{Un). The case g =  (0 ,.. .,0 ) clearly gives the 
eigenvalue k, so that
A,(G„(n„)) = E  ( ^ " E  '
wGn„ t=i ' ' y
where u) = (w i,.. and g =  {g i, .. ■, ga{n))- In particular, if Hn Ç G„ \  {0} is
given by
P, ,  =  { ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 , s ) | l < s < r ( n ) - 1 } ,
then
a ( n )
A i(Gn(nn)) > max Y  ^xp I 27ri Y
E /  27rio;a(n)® \  exp ----- r-^---- .
wen,
Each sum on the right-hand side of the above equation is an eigenvalue of the undirected 




We can now apply Theorem 5.8. For each n we define a multiset of integers from by
K { n )  =  {^a(n) [ ^  G }
SO th a t | F r ( n ) |  =  | n ^ |  =  k for all n. Since r(n) oo with n, then by Theorem 5.8,
_ f  2Tr(3s\  J 
max > cos r  I —> k
l < s < r M - l  ^  \  M M  /Pfcl'r(n)
as n oo. This implies that A i(G^(n^)) /c as n oo, as required. ■
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6.3 D ih e d ra l G ro u p s
In this section we prove that Cayley graphs of Dihedral groups do not form families of 
linear enlargers. For the purposes of simplicity, we consider the Dihedral groups
=  {a, /? I =  ( a ^ Y  ~  1 )
for odd n only, since the proof for even n is very similar.
Consider the Dihedral group D 2m+i- An element of the form for some integer r
will be called a rotation. Otherwise it will necessarily be of the form for some integer r,
and will be called a reflection.
L em m a 6.6.
(i)
(ii) ;
Proof. All immediate from the group axioms and defining relations for D 2m+i- ■
We consider the Cayley graph D 2m + i{^ 2m+i), where n 2m+i is a multiset of gen­
erators of D 2m+i of size k satisfying Suppose there are Sm rotations
in VL2m+\- They fall into inverse pairs If the multiplicity of in n 2Tn+i is + ,
then
=  (6 .1)
2m,
S,..
r =  0
There are then k -  Sm reflections in and each is self-inverse by Lemma 6.6(i), so
that if the multiplicity of in fÎ2m+i is then
2 m
k - S m  = Y ^ ^ -  (b.2 )
r = 0
L em m a 6.7. There are m irreducible characters of  D 2m+i of degree 2, % i,..., X m ,  and 




X^TTX-f-1 1 - 1
XTn. +  2 1 1
(where üj — exp(27ri/(2m + 1)))
Proof. Ledermann [Le, page 66]. ■
We are now able to completely determine the spectrum of D 2m + i(^ 2m+i), using 
Theorem 6.3.
T h e o rem  6.8.
spec(Z)2m+i( U2m+i)) =  { Aji, Aj2 | A^+ 1 , Ani+ 2  },
where
2 m
±  I Y 2  COS
i,l = 0 i,l = 0
and
Am,+ 1 — 2 Srn k
Xm + 2 — k.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 6.7 there is an eigenvalue A^+2 of multiplicity 
one given by





Similarly there is an eigenvalue of multiplicity one given by
-^m+i =  Xm+l(^)
wGQsni + 1
= Sm -  { k -  Sm)
=  2 S m  -  k .
Finally, for 1 < j  < m, there are eigenvalues Ayi, Ajg of multiplicity two satisfying
+ Aj2 =  Y  A:y(^)
w G n 2 tn + 1
+ A^ 2 =  Y  Xj(ww').
UJ ,0J' Ç.Cl2m+ 1
We split up the latter sum into 4 smaller sums, depending on whether w (and oj') is a 
rotation or a reflection. If we set Vl2m+i = A \J B, where A and B are the set of rotations 
and reflections in Ü2m+i respectively, this gives, by Lemma 6.6 (ii), (iii) and Lemma 6.7
Ayi +  = Y  + Y
u) ,uj '£A u,u)'Ç.B
2 m  2 m  _ r • , i \  ■ ^ t t i  2 m
t=0 1 = 0 i= 0  1=0
We also have
Xji + Xj2 — Y  x:A^j
cuÇA
2T7X fx • •
2m +  1
t = 0
We can solve for Ayi, Ayg from (6.3) and (6.4) to obtain the required result.
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T h e o re m  6.9. Suppose that lr22m+i| =  k independently o f m, so that P 2m+i(f^2m+i) Is 
a k-regular graph of order 4m +  2. Then Xi{G2m+iifl2m+i)) k as m  tends to infinity.
Proof. From Theorem 6.8 we have A,^,+2 =  k, so that
•^l(f^2m +l(U 2m-fl)) > UiaX Ayi.
l < j < m
We define the multiset F2m+i of integers modulo 2m + 1 by
F2m+i =  { f 1 with multiplicity 0 < t < 2m }
U { z +  / I with multiplicity Tip, 0 < i , l  < 2m }
U { Î — / 1 with multiplicity K-iKi, 0 <  i, I < 2m }.
Then F 2m.+i consists of the arguments x of cos(27rya:/(2m+ 1)) that appear in the expres­
sion for Xji in the statement of Theorem 6.8. Clearly |F 2m,+ i| =  +  (A: -  SmY
which is bounded above (by 2 k^ +  k) for all m. Hence we may apply Theorem 5.8 to this
sequence of multisets. We fix a constant 0 < e < 1. Then there is an integer N  = N(e)
such that for any m > N , there is a t[m) G { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  2m} with the property that
COS
2m + 1
As before, we may insist that t[m) G { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  m}. Suppose that Sm — k. Then it follows 
from the formula for At(m),i given in Theorem 6.8 that
^  27rt(m){




=  A:(l — e).
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Thus, if we let € ^  0 by letting m oo, it follows that Ai(G2m + i(n 2m+i)) /c as 
m —^ oo. For this reason we may assume, without loss of generality, that Sm < k -  I. 
Then, for sufficiently small e (for instance, € < (1 +  (k -  will do). Theorem 6.8
implies that
>  ■ Sm ( l  -  M  +  ( S m ( l  -  e )  +  (/c -  S m ) ^ ( l  -  c )  -  5 ^ )  ‘
2 \  \  2
-  . , . ( 1  -  c) +  (fc -  (^ 1 -  (^ 1 +
> a?7i(l — e) +  (A: — Sm) ^1 — (l +  (A: — l)^)e^
> A:^l- (l + ( A : - l ) ' ) c y
which tends to A: as e tends to 0. Hence, since we have Ai(G2m.+i(G2m+i)) > '^t(Tn).i) 
then it follows that Ai(G2m +i(U 2m+i)) —^ A: as m —>■ oo, as required. ■
6.4 T h e  D e riv e d  S u b g ro u p  L em m a
If G is a group, the commutator of x, y E G is defined to be
[ x , y ]  =  x  y  xy .
Then G ' =  ( [x, y] | x, y G G ) is called the derived subgroup of G, and G /G ' is Abelian. 
Consequently, all irreducible characters of G /G ' are linear and, as the next lemma makes 
clear, they ‘supply’ all the linear characters of G.
L em m a 6.10. The group G has |G : G'| linear characters. There is a bijection between 
the irreducible (and necessarily linear) characters Aq of  G /G ' and the linear (and hence 
irreducible) characters A of G, given by
A(y) =  Ao(G'y) Vy G G.
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Proof. Ledermann [Le, Theorem 2.8). ■
T h e o rem  6.11. Suppose is a sequence of k-regular Cayley graphs whose
orders tend to infinity with n. Then if lim su p „_ ^  |Gn : G'J = oo, it follows that 
lim sup,,.^^  A i(Gn(nn)) =  k.
Proof. Let \G^ : G[,^ | =  o(n), and suppose that . . . ,  are the distinct
irreducible (and hence linear) characters of Gy,/G^. Let be the corre­
sponding linear characters of G» supplied by Lemma 6.10. Then by Theorem 6.3, for each 
1 < 7, < o;(n), Gn[VLn) has an eigenvalue
E  <f'o’ (GnX),
(where Pl^/G'^ =  {G'^x j a: G } is a multiset of size k), which is by Theorem 6.3 an 
eigenvalue of the Cayley graph =  (G n /G ^)(n„/G ^). It follows that the spectrum 
of Fn, is entirely contained in that of G ,i(n„). But F„ is a Cayley graph of an Abelian 
group and the order of F„ is equal to a(n ), which satisfies limsup,^_^^ o:(n) =  oo. Hence 
there exists a subsequence {F n ,.}^ i of graphs whose orders tend to infinity with r, so 
that limr-.oo Ai(Fn,^) =  A: by Theorem 6.5. Hence, because
A:> A i(G ^ X n » J)>  A i(F ^J,
then it follows that limsup,^^^^) Ai(G„(nn)) =  k, as required. ■
We can use this result to prove that several classes of Cayley graphs can never make 
families of linear enlargers. To begin with, we will supply a fairly elementary example, 
followed by one of more interest, but first note the following.
Remark. The converse of Theorem 6,11 does not hold in general; that is, there exist 
sequences of A:-regular Cayley graphs based on groups G i,G 2 , . . . ,  whose subdominant
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eigenvalues tend to k as their orders tend to infinity, but are such that the orders of 
Gn/G'^ are bounded for all n. An easy example is the family of Cayley graphs of Dihedral 
groups defined in the previous section. As was proved in that section, these do not supply 
families of linear enlargers, but, if a  and /? are the generators of D 2m+i as defined before, 
it is easy to see that
1^ 2771+1 — {P)->
SO th a t |f^2T7T.-}-i • f ^ 277i - f - i l  — 2 for all t y x . ■
The first family of Cayley graphs which we shall investigate by using Theorem 6.11 
are those of the extra-special p-groups. If a group P  is an extra-special p-group, then its 
order is a power of a prime p, and either P is elementary Abelian or \P'\ = p.
T h e o re m  6.12. Let { P n (U n )} ^ i be a sequence of k-regular Cayley graphs o f extra­
special pn-groups, where P^ has order p^". Then, if\Pn\ oo with n, we have
lim Ai(P„(nn)) =  k.n—7 00
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality, by the result of Theorem 6.5, that 
none of the Pn are Abelian. Then it follows that =  Pn, so that \Pn : P^l =  p^""b  
But 6 n > 2, for otherwise Pn is Abelian (this is because the extra-special p„-group 
has centre Z(Pn) = Pn), so that jP^ : P^| oo as n oo. The result then follows from 
Theorem 6.11. ■
We now apply Theorem 6.11 to Cayley graphs of certain matrix groups.
D efin itio n  6.13. Let Rn be a ring with unity, of cardinality n. Then for any integer 
m > 2  define
Tm{Rn) = { K ]  e  GLm(Rn) | an =  1 Vî, = 0  i f  i >  j ) ,
whereGLm (Rn) is the group of m X m invertible matrices over Rn-
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It is straightforward to check that Tm(Rn) is a group under ordinary m atrix multipli­
cation, and we now prove that such groups can never supply families of linear enlargers.
T h e o rem  6.14. Let he a sequence of k-regular Cayley graphs, where:
(a) For all r, Gy = Tm ARnA bor some integers my,riy > 2 and some ring with unity Rn^ 
of cardinality Uy,-
(b) |Gr| oo as r —> oo.
Then Ai(G,.(r2r)) k as r oo.




/1 Ul2 * * * \
0 1 (223 * *
0 0 1 •• * *
0 0 0 •• 1 (2m — 1 ,m
VO 0 0 •• 0 1 7
1 - a i 2 * * * \
0 1 — (223 . . .  * *
0 0 1 . . . *
0 0 0 . . .  1 -“ (2m— 1.,m
0 0 0 . . .  0 1 /
Hence, if B =  [ô^ y] G Tm(Rn), then
A B  =
/  1 b i 2  +  (212 * • * * \
0 1 &23 +  (223 * *
0 0 1 • * *
0 0 0 • 1 b m  — 1 ,Tn +  (2m—l , m
VO 0 0 . 0 1 y
and a simple calculation establishes that
\A ,B \ =
/ I 0 * • * *  \
0 1 0 • • * *
0 0 1 • * *
0 0 0 • • 1 0
Vo 0 0 • • 0 1 /
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Furthermore, any two elements in Tm{Rn) of the above form will multiply to give another 
of the same form, and the form is also preserved under the taking of inverses. Thus, for 
any X  = [xij] G T!^{Rn) (the derived subgroup), we have =  0 for 1 < 7 < m -  1.
Thus
while it is clear that 
Hence
\ T n .A R n . ) - - T + { R „ , ) \ > n + - \
We know that \TmARnA\ oo with r, and since rriy > 2 for all r, this clearly implies 
tha t oo with r. Thus Ai(Gr(Or)) ^  /c as r oo, by Theorem 6.11, and this
completes the proof. ■
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Chapter Seven 
Bounding the Gap for Vertex-Transitive Graphs
7.1 V e rte x -T ra n s itiv e  G ra p h s
Let G = (y, E) be a simple graph. An automorphism of G is a bijection (f>:V V  such 
tha t (u, v} E E  if and only if {^(u), (f>{v)} E E. The set of all automorphisms of G forms 
a group Aut(G) under composition which acts in the obvious way on the set V . If this 
action is transitive then G is said to be vertex-transitive. In this section we will derive 
an upper bound for the ‘gap’ e of a vertex-transitive graph which is an (n, k, e)-enlarger.
Let r  be a finite group, F' its derived subgroup. Then F /F ' is Abelian and, by virtue 
of Theorem 6.1, we may write
F /F ' =  Zni 0  • • • © Zyir,
a direct product of cyclic subgroups whose orders satisfy n i |n 2 | • • ■ \rir (the torsion invari­
ants of F /F ') .
L em m a 7.1. The set o f (necessarily) linear characters of an Abelian group H forms a 
multiplicative group isomorphic to H , the isomorphism being defined by the correspon­
dence given in Theorem 6.2.
Proof. Ledermann [Le, Theorem 2.4]. ■
We know, from Lemma 6.10, that F has precisely |F : F'j distinct complex linear 
characters; a character Aq of F /F ' lifts to the linear character A of F given by
^(7 ) =  ^o (r '7 ) V7 GF,
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and all linear characters of F are supplied in this way. For an arbitrary finite group H  the 
exponent 9 = 6 [H) oi H is the least common multiple of the orders of the elements of H . 
In particular, because F /F ' is Abelian, its exponent 0(F/F ') =  riy, the largest torsion 
invariant of F /F '.
Clearly, there must be an element of F /F ' of order 9 =  ^(F /F ') which yields, by 
Lemma 7.1, a linear character (f>Q of F /F ' of order 9. Then (f)Q lifts in the manner described 
above to a linear character 4> of F. The order of (j>o being 9, there must exist 7  G F for 
which 4>o(T'p) (and hence ^ (7 )) is a primitive root of -  1 , so that the order of ^ is 0 
too. Because ^ is a linear character of order 9, it follows that there exists a function 
0: F —> Z(} given by
where, because (f) is a linear character,
(a) 0 (7 ) =  0 for any 7  G F';
(b) 0 (7 1 7 2 ) =  0 (7 1 ) +  0 (7 2 ) for any 7 1 , 7 2  G F.
T h e o re m  7.2. Let F(H) be a k-regular Cayley graph, 9 = 0(F/F ') and 0 defined as 
above. Then
is an eigenvalue of F(Q), for j  =  0 , 1, . . .  ,9 -  1.
Proof. Since 0 is a linear character of order 9, then clearly 1 ,0 , . . . ,  0""^ are distinct 
linear characters of F. The result then follows from an application of Theorem 6.3. ■
We will need the following Theorem of Klawe.
L em m a 7.3. Let be a k-regular Klawe graph of order 2m (see Chapter 5 for
a definition ), where = { f i ,  • ■ ■, f k }  and f i  is the identity transformation. Then, for 
any fixed ol G (0,1) there is a subset X  of the inputs of  Gyn.(^m) satisfying 




a{\ogam /  log log ’
where log x =  logg x, and provided that log log am  > 0  (that is, m > 2 / a j .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of a result of Klawe [Kl, Theorem 2.13]. ■
C o ro lla ry  7.4. If is the Klawe graph given in Lemma 7.3, and it is an [m, k, d)-
expander, then, provided m > 4,
d < 6 {k — 1 )
Proof. If m > 4 then a  =   ^ satisfies m > 2 /a . Therefore, by Lemma 7.3 there is a 
subset X  of inputs of with m /4 < \X\ < m /2  and
1 =  2
<|A |  + ...............
| ( l o g ^ / l o g l o g ^ j
l / (3fc  +  2)
(Here, F(X) denotes the set of neighbours of X  in the graph Gmi'^'m), as opposed to the 
group F. It will always be clear from the context which interpretation is intended.) Also, 
\X\ < m /2  implies that
1 ^ 1
m 1 ^ 1




I  ( l o g f / l o g l o g f )
l / ( 3 f c +2 )
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which leads to the result required. ■
From Corollary 7.4 we can obtain an upper bound for the ‘gap’ e of a Cayley graph 
F (n) in terms of the exponent of F /F '.
T h e o re m  7.5. Let F(n) be a k-regular Cayley graph which is also an [n,k,e)-enlarger. 
Let 6 be the exponent of F /F ', and define the function
[ i ( l o g f / l o g l o g f ) ‘^<" + ^ '
Then, provided 9 > 4 and fk{0) < 1, we have
^  k f k W  
2 (1 - / . ( +  ■
Proof. Let the function 0 be as defined before. Then, from Theorem 5.5 applied to 
the multiset of k integers { ^{oj) | w G H }, chosen from Z(?, we deduce the existence of a 
circulant graph A of order 9 and valency 2k with
spec(A) =  { 2 Ay I y =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  0 -  1 },
where the Xj are as given in Theorem 7.2.
The augmented double cover À of A is then a Klawe graph of order 29 and valency 
2k + 1 (by Theorem 5.6). Thus, since 9 > 4, its expansion d satisfies
1 2 k 
d <
i  (log 1 / log log I )
=  f k{0 ) by definition.
Then, from Lemmas 1.5 and 1.3(i) we deduce that, if A is a (^, 2 A:, f)-enlarger, then




1 -  /k (9 ) '
provided that fk{0) < 1.
Also, € satisfies
€ = 2k -  Ai(A)
= 2k -  2Xj  for some j  G ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,0  -  1 }
> 2 f c - 2 A i(r(n )),
because each Ay (j =  1, 2 , . . . ,  0 -  1 ) is an eigenvalue of r (n )  not greater than A i(r(n )). 
Hence, if F(n) is an (n, &, e)-enlarger, then ? > 2e so that
,  < kfk(e)
2 (1 - A M )
as required. ■
In practice, it can be seen that the condition /&(#) < 1 is much more restrictive than 
d > A, for it requires that
\ 2 k < 1 / ,  g ,, ,-  I lo g - / lo g lo g -
which forces B to be very large.
Cayley graphs are a special case of vertex-transitive graphs, and we can extend the 
above result to this larger class of graphs as follows: let G be a fc-regular vertex-transitive 
graph of order n with automorphism group F =  Aut(G). We define a new graph G c  by 
V{Gc)  -  F, and {7 1 , 7 2 } C E { G c )  if and only if {7 i M , 7 2 M }  €  E ( G ) ,  where a: is a 
fixed vertex of G. Then it follows that Gc  is a Cayley graph F(C), where
n  =  { 7  e  F I ( x ,7 (a:)} 6  Æ'(G) for some fixed x G K (G )} .
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The graph Gc  is of order |r |  and valency /cs, where s = |r |/ |G |.  The spectrum of F(n) 
is easily determined from that of G.
T h e o rem  7.6. Let G,  F, F2, s, k and n be as given above. Then, i f  we remove (s — l)n  
zeros from spec(F(n)) and divide each remaining element by s, we are left with spec(G).
Proof. Lovasz [Lo]. ■
C o ro lla ry  7.7. Let G be a k-regular graph of order n with transitive automorphism 
group F, and let s =  |F |/ |G |. Let 9 be the exponent of F /F '. If G is an {n,k,e)-enlarger 
and we define
f (a\ _____________ _______________
then
_  k h , m  
2 ( 1 - A .W ) ’
provided that 9 > 4 and fks{^) < 1
Proof. We form the Cayley graph F(H) from G in the manner just described. 
Then F(n) is fcs-regular. Now it is true that > 0 for any connected graph that is 
not a complete m ultipartite graph (see Smith [Sm] for a proof). However, if the graph 
is complete m ultipartite (with multipartite blocks B i , . . . , B r )  and is also /cs-regular of 
order |F |, then
^  ] IEj\ — ks,
2
f=i
Hence |By| =  /cs(|F| -  2)/2 for all j ,  so that rks(\T\ -  2 ) / 2  =  ks\T \/2 , which implies that 
|F| < 4. Consequently, if the exponent of F /F ' is at least 5, then the order of F /F ' (and 
hence tha t of F) is at least 5 and so F(H) cannot be complete m ultipartite. We deduce 
tha t A i(F(n)) > 0. It then follows from Theorem 7.6 that
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As a result of this,
A:s- A i(r(n ))
so that, if r ( 0 ) is an ( |r |,  ks, e)-enlarger, then G is a (n, k, e)-enlarger and
e
s
Using Theorem 7.5 applied to F with 9 = 0(F/F ') we deduce that, provided 9 > 4. and 
< 1 ,
k s f k e W€ <
2 s (1  -
whence the result. ■
Note that, for s =  1, this result reduces to that of Theorem 7.5, for then |F| =  |G|, 
so tha t F acts regularly on G, and G is itself a Cayley graph.
7.2 R am anujan Graphs
Suppose that { G „ } ^ i  is a family of connected /c-regular graphs whose orders tend to 
infinity with n. Define the parameter
A(Gn) =  max{ |A| | A G spec (G n) \  { k , - k }  }.
There is a simple asymptotic lower bound on the value of A(Gn) as n tends to infinity, 
due to Alon and Boppana. We include another proof of this bound, due to Lubotzky, 
Phillips and Sarnak [LPS).
T heorem  7.8.
lim infA(G„) > 2 \/fc -  1.
n —*oo
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Proof. Let G be a fc-regular graph of order n, with adjacency matrix A, so that 
A^  =  [ajy } where
ajy =  ^  walks between vertices i and j  of length / in G.
Suppose Ao =  /c > Ai > • • • > A ^-i are the eigenvalues of G. Then, since Tr(A^) =  
it follows that
ŸT — 1 Tl — 1
j = 0  j = 0
We define a reduced walk in G to be a sequence V\V2 . . .Vy of vertices of G such that 
G EG  for 1 < 2 < r -  1 and V{ vy+ 2  for 1 < z < r -  2. The universal 
cover U(G,v)  of G (with respect to a fixed vertex v) is the infinite graph whose vertices 
are the reduced walks in G with origin v, two such walks being adjacent if and only if 
one is a single-step extension of the other. Clearly U[G,v)  =  T*, the infinite ^-regular 
tree, so tha t Uyy > p(/), where p{l) is the number of walks of length I from any vertex x 
to itself in T^. Thus
Ay > np{l),
3 = 0
so that, after removing (if possible) k and —k from the spectrum.
nj.21
> X 2') -  — (7 1)n — I
Obviously, p(2l) > p'(2l), the number of walks of length 21 with origin x that end on the 
first return to x  in T^, and it can be shown that
= (7.2)




However, if a, 6 and c are non-negative, then implies that a -f 6 > c, so that
Now
so th a t, for any e > 0 , there exists lo = lo{e) such that
A ( G ) > 2 nÆ ^ - - -  V / > / o
Given /, let no =  no(/,e) be such that
2 ' / : ' t  e „  ^
( n - 2 )V« < 2
It then follows that, for any e > 0, there is an no = no{e) such that
A(G) > 2 \ /k  — 1 — e Vn > no.
and the result follows.
A /c-regular graph G satisfying A(G) < 2y/k — 1 is known as a Ramanujan graph, be­
cause the first construction of a linear family of such graphs [LPS] used a special
case of Ram anujan’s conjecture [Raj (that was proved by Eichler [Ei]) to demonstrate
the fact that lim^-^oo A(Gr) =  2 \/fc — 1 .
Although the characterisation of Ramanujan graphs is a spectral one, it is possible to 
say something about their magnifying properties. We can use the results of Lemma 1.3(i) 
and Corollary 2.2 to obtain the next result.
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T h e o re m  7.9. Let be a family o f k-regular Ramanujan graphs with iy being
the isoperimetric number of Gy. Then
Ramanujan graphs are important because of their good enlarging properties, as is 
evident from the bound of Theorem 7.8. (Indeed, the family of such graphs constructed 
in [LPS] gave superconcentrators of density 58, the lowest yet achieved.) In fact, the
largest possible ‘gap’ for any family of bipartite /c-regular enlargers is k -  2 \ / k  — 1 , since 
A(G) =  Ai(G) if G is bipartite, and such a family must necessarily consist of Ramanujan 
graphs.
It is clear from Theorem 6.11 that a family of /c-regular Ramanujan Cayley graphs 
{ r ,^ (n n )} ^ j  must be such that there is a positive constant M  with |F„ : F(,^ | < Af for 
all n. The next theorem uses Theorem 7.5 to provide an upper bound on the exponent 
of F /F ' for the Cayley graph F(H) to be Ramanujan.
T h e o re m  7.10. Let k > S be an integer. Then if F(H) is a k-regular Ramanujan Cayley 
graph, the exponent 9 = 9{r/T' )  must satisfy log# < (2 *% -f 1 ) where log# =  logg # and
(  I2k(3k -  4 y / k ^ ) \ 6fc+5
Proof. Suppose # > 5 and /&(#) < Then, by Theorem 7.5,
€ <
2(1 -  fk{D))
k [  3/c — 4\/k  — 1 
&
— k — 2 \ /k  — 1 , 
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so that r(f2) cannot be Ramanujan. Hence, if r(Q) is Ramanujan, we require
1 2 /c 2 k — A^/k — 1
which implies that
\  k — 2 ^Jk — 1 /
log I
log log I
Now the function g{x) =  log(x/2)/loglog(x/2) is monotone increasing for x G (8 ,oo), 
and
6 = 2 ^^  > 8  Oik < #(#);
so that, for r ( n )  to be Ramanujan, we require that log# < (2 *  ^ _|_ i) which completes 
the proof. ■
It is possible to use this bound on the exponent of F /F ' to derive a bound on |F : F '|, 
using the next result.
L em m a 7.11. Let F(H) be a k-regular connected Cayley graph of order n, and suppose 
that # is the exponent of F /F '. Then
|r:F' |  <
Proof. Since F has a generating set of size /c, then so must F /F '. Also, every element 
of F /F ' has order at most #, and it is an Abelian group, so that
|F : F'l < #^
as required. ■
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T h e o re m  7.12. Let F(n) be a k-regular Ramanujan Cayley graph, and define as in 
the statement o f Theorem 7.10. Then
IF : F'l < ifc
where logûk = +  1 .
Proof. If |F : F'| > then, since F(H) is Ramanujan and is thus connected. 
Lemma 7.11 implies that
#1^  < |F : F'l <
where 6 is the exponent of F /F '. Hence 9 > 9^ which, by Theorem 7.10, implies that 
F(n) cannot be Ramanujan, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. ■
In fact we can employ Lemma 7.11 to obtain a bound on the gap of a vertex-transitive 
graph in terms of the index |F : F'| instead of the exponent 9, using Corollary 7.7.
T h e o rem  7.13. Let G be a k-regular graph with transitive automorphism group F, and 
let 8 — |F |/ |G |. Then, i f  we define the function
f{x)  =
(where fks is the function defined in Corollary 7.7), and assume that |F : F'| > 2^ ^^ " and 
f {\T : F'l) < 1, it follows that
2 ( 1 - / ( | r :  F 'l))-
Proof. If F(n) is the /cs-regular Cayley graph obtained from G in the manner de­
scribed in the previous section then as we always assume G to be connected, so is F(n). 
Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 7.11, we may deduce that
| F : F ' | <
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where 9 is the exponent of T / T ' . Now the function g{x) =  log(x/2)/ loglog(x/2) is mono­
tone increasing for x G (8 , 0 0 ), so that the function fks{^)  (a-s defined in Corollary 7.7) is 
monotone decreasing in this range. Hence
8 < |r : < 9
implies that
=  /(|r : r'l) by definition.
In other words, |T : T'| > 2^ '=^  will ensure that /&,(#) < /(|r : r'|). Notice that it also 
implies that
9 ks > |p . p/| >
so tha t we must have # > 4. To sum up, if jF : F'| > 2 ^^* and / ( IF : F '|) < 1 then # > 4 
and f k s W  < / ( | r  : F '|) < 1. The result now follows on applying Corollary 7.7. -
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Chapter Eight 
Criteria for Ramanujan Graphs
8.1 R a m a n u ja n  G ra p h s  an d  U n iversa l  Covers
In this chapter we continue from section 7.2 the examination of Ramanujan graphs. We 
will adopt a different approach from that of Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak (who used 
some quite sophisticated number theory) in the search for such graphs. Given an arbitrary 
(finite) connected /r-regular simple graph, we will consider it as a quotient of its universal 
cover (see section 7.2 for a definition), which in this case will be isomorphic to the infinite 
/c-regular tree — {Vk,Ekj- We define L^(T^) to be the space of functions f  : C
(C being the set of complex numbers) which satisfy ||f|| < oo, where
iifir =  E
Corresponding to the adjacency matrix of a finite graph, an infinite graph G =  (U, E) has 
an adjacency operator A  on the space I^[G) given by
A f(v )=  Y 1
where f  G I? (G). The above sum will always have finite modulus in what follows since 
we will deal with infinite graphs of finite valency only. There is a spectrum that can be 
associated with this operator.
D ofin it ion  8.1. Let G = {V, E) be an infinite graph with adjacency operator A. Suppose 
is a sequence from L^(G) with ||x^|| =  1 for all n, and that there is a constant 
A G C such that
liin II (A/ -  A)x „.|| =  0,
n —>-oo
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where I  is the identity operator on Û[G). The set of all such X is called the point 
spectrum a(G) of G. (See Dowson [Do].)
The following theorem is fundamental to what follows.
L em m a 8.2. Let T ^  =  [Vk, Ek)  denote the infinite k-regular tree. Then
a(T'^) = [~2y/k -  l ,2 V k  -  I].
Proof. Mohar and Omladiô [MO], although calculations which lead to the same 
conclusion were given earlier by Mac Kay [McK] and Kesten [Ke]. ■
Throughout the rest of this chapter T =  {V, E) will denote a finite connected k- 
regular simple graph with V = { u i , .. .,Vh.j. We fix a vertex v e V  and consider F as a 
finite quotient of the universal cover U{T, v) =  T^, with quotient map 0 : Vfc —> U defined
by
(so that a reduced walk is mapped to its final vertex).
Now suppose that k = Xq > Xi > ’ • - > A^_i are the eigenvalues of F, and that 
( f y .  A y )  is an eigensolution of F (that is, A f y  =  A y f y ,  where A  is the adjacency matrix of F 
and f j  E L^(F) is a real function which satisfies | | f y | |  =  1 ) .  We will lift f y  to a sequence 
(yy^^)^ i  in I?(T^) by fixing the vertex v in Vk and defining
if d(u,x) < n
=
I 0 otherwise
where cf) is the quotient map defined above and d is the usual distance metric on T^. For
future brevity we will write Fy =  fj(f> and define the subsets of Vk
D[r) = { x E V k \  d(v,  x) =  r}
B(r) = { x  E V k \  d(v,  x) < r }
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for r =  0 , 1 , . . .  . Then
x e B ( n )
= E  E  (8 1)
r = 0 x £ D { r )
For every non-negative integer r, the vertices in D{r) are partitioned into U . .. U 
where
=  { X € D(r) I (f>(x) =Vi }  (1 < 2 < h).
In effect, we partition them according to the vertex of F that they are mapped to by (j). 
Then, writing Fj[i) for the (constant) value of Fj[x) whenever <f)[x) = V{, we have the 
following result.
T h e o re m  8.3. If is the sequence from L^(T^) defined above, then
r=0
where the function (fy : { 1, 2, . . . ,  h }  —> R  (the set of real numbers) is defined by
M j ) =
Proof. From (8.1) and the partition of D{r) given above we see that




From the sequence we obtain a normalized sequence by defining
Y , „ ,  ^  I  y ' " ’ / l l y ' " ' l l  i f l l y r i l ^ o ;
I 0 otherwise.
Because f y  ^  0 ,  there exists i with F^{i) = > 0. Let Uo be the smallest n for which
7  ^ 0. Then, by definition, ||yy”’^ || > e so that Yy*^  ^ /  0 for all n > uq. Hence we have 
a sequence (Yy”'^ ) ^ j  with ||Yj"'^|| =  1 for all n > uq. We transform this into another 
sequence ( Z y ^ ^ ) ^ i  from L^(T^) by
Z<"> =  (A -  Ay/)Y<"> n = l , 2 , . . .
where A  is the adjacency operator of T^.
L e m m a  8.4. For n > 1,
0  i f  d(v,  x) < n or d(v,  x) > n -j- 1;
Z^F^(.r) =  (Yj''^(x') -  A^Yj"\x)) i f d( v , x)  = n, d{v,x' )  = n -  I and d{x, x' )  = 1;
Yy^^(.r') if  d(v,  x) = n -j- 1, d(v,  x'} = n and d{x,  x') = 1.
(Note that the x! given in the last two cases is uniquely defined by x and v, since is a 
tree.)
Proof, (i) Suppose that d{v,x)  < n. Then
Z ^ ; \ x )  = AY‘'‘>(^) -  AyY<"V)
d (x,a;') =  l
l|yj II ^a(x,x')=i
Now (j) : Vk V IS a quotient map, so that the neighbours of 4>{x) in T are precisely the 
images under (j) of the neighbours of x in T^. Thus, if d is the distance metric on F,
=  0
because (fy. Ay) is an eigensolution of F.
(ii) Suppose that d(u,x) > n j- 1. Then, as in (i)
Z '"> (x)=  Y<'*'(x' ) - A , Y ' ’» ( x).
3 ( l ,x ' ) = : l
However, if d{v, x)  > n + I and d{x,x' )  — 1, then d{v,x' )  > n. Hence, by definition 
of we have Y^”'^(x') =  y j”^(x') =  0, and similarly for x. Thus Z^ .”'^(x) =  0.
(iii) Suppose that d{v, x) =  n. Then if d{x,  x') — 1, d{v,  x') =  n +  1 or n ~ 1. In the 
former case we have Yj/^^ (x') =  0, and in the latter case there is a unique such x'  (the 
predecessor of x in the tree rooted at u). Thus
Z<">(x) =  Y'">(x' ) - A ,Y < " ' ( x).
(iv) Finally, suppose that d{v,x)  = n + 1, Then it is clear that
a(x,x')=i
= Y y > M ) ,
where x' is the unique predecessor of x in the tree (rooted at i>). 
T h e o re m  8.5. If is the sequence defined above then
II “  X ExÇD(n) M  + E x 6 D (n ) (^ K )  AyF)(2)))
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where x' is the predecessor of x in the usual sense.
Proof. Tmmediate from Lemma 8.4 and the fact that, since is a /c-regular tree, 
each vertex of at distance at least one from v is the predecessor of exactly k — 1 
vertices. ■
We say that the eigensolution (fj. Ay) of F lifts to if the derived sequence 
satisfies liminf,^_oo ||Zy^^|| =  0. It is then clear from Definition 8.1 that Ay G (j(T^), and 
hence the modulus of Ay does not exceed 2\/k — 1. What we now do is to derive some 
conditions on the multiplicity of an eigenvalue for it to possess a ‘lifting’ eigensolution, 
and examine the implications for the search for Ramanujan graphs.
C o ro l la ry  8.6. The eigensolution (fy. Ay) of F lifts to T^ if
U m i n f ^ + 4 y l ^ = 0 .
Proof. Consider equation (8.2) again. If we apply the inequality
between finite series, we get (x' being the predecessor of x)
x G D (n ) x e D { n )  x ^ D { n )
But
E  = E  E w
x £ D { n )  x e D { n - l )
if n > 2, so that
E  E  E W  + 2A| E  E M
x Ç D ( n )  x e D ( n - l )  x e D ( n )
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Hence, equation (8.2) gives
Iz(i7)|l2 ^  (fe +  2Ay f) X ] x £ D (n )  T 2(/c 1) Z ^ x G £ > (n - l)  -^•^(^)
which, together with the fact that
implies that
E  E M  = E  E  E H
x £ D { r )  i = l  xes j . ' '
= E iE”IEH 
1 = 1
=  0r(i),
I | r 7 ( n ) | | 2  ~  +  2 ( f c  -  l ) < ^ n - l ( j )
" " -  1:7=0 dvc,)
from which the result required follows at once. ■
To simplify this condition somewhat, let supp(fy) denote the (non-empty) subset of 
vertices of F on which is non-zero, and define
M(f j )  = max{ fy (uy) | 1 < f < h }
m(fy) =  min{ fy (vy) | vy €  su p p (f j  }.
T hp o ro m  8.7. For n — 1 ,2 , . . .  define the function
E . e x E " = o l E ’l
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for any 0 /  A Ç U . Then the eigensolution (fy,Ay) of F =  (V, E) lifts to T^ i f
lim inf (supp(fy)) =  0.
Proof. It is clear that
M f , )  E  lE ' ' !  < 'ArUl < M(fy) ^  i s f ’l,
i G s u p p ( f j )  y e s u p p ( f , )
so that
( s i )  ♦-(■ "frft)) s s  ( i g )
The theorem follows from Corollary 8.6 and the fact that rn(fy) and Af(fy) are positive 
constants independent of n. ■
Because of the way in which the quotient map (f> was defined, the number | is 
simply the number of reduced walks in F of length n with origin v and terminus uy. De­
termination of these numbers for all n and all i such that uy G supp(fy) would enable us to 
use Theorem 8.7 to test for whether the eigensolution (fy, Ay) lifted to or not. If it did, 
then Lemma 8.2 would imply immediately that |A| < 2\/k  -  1, so that if a lifting eigenso­
lution could be found for all eigenvalues in spec(F) \  {k, - k }  then we would have proved 
that the graph F was Ramanujan. However, the determination of the constants is,
in general, not easy, so we now proceed to try and find ways in which to cut down the 
number of such evaluations.
D efin it ion  8.8. Define the functions : FI/ [0,1) (where PV is the power set
o f  the vertex set o f T)  by
( l im in f» _ _ V (" ) (X )  (0 9 ^ X ç y )
I  0 (X =  0)
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and
f limsnp„_,,^V>("){X) (0 #  X Ç V)
>fu(X) =  \
t 0 (X =  0),
where V'l’^ gX) is as defined in the statement o f  Theorem 8.7. ■
From this definition it is clear that 0 < < 1 for all A  Ç U. In future
we will write 4'y(x), when X  = {%}.
L e m m a  8.9. Let X i , . . . ,Xy (r > 2) be linearly independent elements of (where R  is 
the set of real numbers). Then there exist a ^ , . . ., ay E R ,  not all zero, such that
QiXi H h «rXr =  (0 , . . .  ,0) © y  .
r—1 h—r+1
Proof. Induct on r. The case r =  2 is easily seen to be true, so suppose that it holds 
for some r > 2 and let X j , . . . , x^y-i be linearly independent elements of R^. Then, by 
induction, there exist a y , . . . ,  C R, not all zero, such that
QiXi +  • • • +  OfXr =  (0 , . . . ,0 )©  y (8 3)
r—1 h—r+1
and we may suppose, without loss of generality, that a i  0. Similarly there exist 
/?2 , • . • ,Pr+i © R , not all zero, such that
/^2X2 +  • • • +  /?r+lXr-|-l =: (0, . . . , 0) © - (8 4)
r— 1 /i —r + 1
It is clear that y and z are independent elements of for if y +  az  =  0 then
CKiXi + ^(cKy + a/3i)xi -h ajdy+iXy+i =  0,
t  =  2
which is not possible because « i  0 and the elements Xy (î =  1,. . ., r +  1) are linearly 
independent.
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Let y  =  (^1 , . . . ,  y/t-r+i), and define z similarly. Then if j/i =  0  or =  0 the 
result follows immediately from (8.3) and (8.4). So we may suppose that neither of them 
are zero, in which case there exists a non-zero 7  G R  such that y  +  7 Z =  (0 ) © w  with 
w  G RA'~’'. Then it is clear that
QflXj -I h a y X r  +  7(/^2X2 +  h / 3 y ^ i X r + i )  =  (O, . . . , O) © ^ ^ ,
y. h, — r
which completes the induction step, and the proof. ■
T h e o re m  8.10. Let us define
7r =  max{ r ( 3X  Ç V  with \X\ = r and 'Lf(T) =  0 VF Q X ) .
Then if the eigenvalue A of F has muJtiplicity at least h -  rjp -h 1, then |A| < 2\/k  — 1 .
Proof. Suppose that X is a subset of F  of size rjr for which 'ï 'j(F) =  0 for all Y  Ç X .  
Let the eigenvalue A have multiplicity m > h — rjj' + 1, and suppose that X i , . . .  © R^
are m linearly independent eigenvectors having eigenvalue A. By Lemma 8.9 it is easily 
seen that there exist o i , . . . ,  Orn © R, not all zero, such that if x  =  CKyXy then
supp(x) Ç X,
(for, given any m -  1 coordinate positions, we can choose the ay so that this linear 
combination is zero in those positions). If we then normalize x  to X , it follows that X  is 
a unit eigenvector whose support F  is a subset of X, so that 'Ff(F) =  0 by choice of X  with 
the result that the eigensolution (X, A) lifts to T^  (using Theorem 8.7). Lemma 8.2 then 
implies that |A| < 2\Jk -  f, as required. ■
Theorem 8.10 may be more useful than Theorem 8.7 since it only requires the multi­
plicity of A and the constant r)Y to prove that |A| < 2\/k  -  1. However, it is still necessary
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to evaluate (and hence for all i 6  X) over possibly quite a large number
of subsets of V  if we are to find tjy , so we will go on to find a more easily computed 
parameter than r/r-
T h e o re m  8.11. Let us define
Çv = e V  I 4'u(a:) =  0 }.
(Note that 4>u(x) =  0 i f  and only if  i/;(”'^(x) 0 as n ^  oo.j Then
rir >Çr-
Proof. We set X =  { X G F  | ^^(x) =  0}. Suppose that F  is a non-empty subset 
of X and that F  =  { , u* }. Then, by definition,
ip((F) =  liminfV;(")(F)
n —*oo
e ‘= i E E o IE^’ i 
— i s E i  +  i E " ’ **'< lim inf E  ' ’ ' ' ,
i = l  l ^ r = 0  P t  I
=  lim inf
n —►oo
t=l
Using the fact that, for bounded sequences it is true that
n --*■ oo n —^ oo
limsup(on + bn) < lim sup a„ +  lim sup 6^,
n —> oo  —
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then we may deduce that
t
0 < liminft/i^^Uy) < liminf




However uy 6 X  for I < ; < t, so that =  0 for 1 < % < t, or, in other words,
l im s u p ^ ^ ^  =  0 for 1 < t < t. Hence
lim inf = 0,
n —>oo
so that 'Ff(y) =  0 if y  Ç X .  It thus follows that rjp > |X|, and this completes the proof. ■
C o ro l la ry  8.12. If  the eigenvalue X of T has multiplicity at least h — Çy T  I, then 
IA| < 2 \/k  — 1.
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 8.10 and 8.11. ■
Corollary 8.12 is certainly easier to apply than Theorem 8.10, for to evaluate the 
constant Çy we need to find the limiting values of for each singleton subset only
of V . There is a particular application to Cayley graphs.
T h e o re m  8.13. Let F =  r(Q) be a k-regular Cayley graph and suppose (j) is the covering 
map defined as before. If %y is an irreducible character o f  F of degree Ay > b — +  1
then the eigenvalues of F(H) associated with Xt (in the sense o f Theorem 6.3) all have
modulus not exceeding 2 \/k  — 1.
Proof. A direct consequence of Corollary 8.12 and Theorem 6.3. ■
Thus, if we know Çy for such a graph, then for all irreducible representations of F of
large enough degree, the corresponding eigenvalues of F(n) satisfy |A| < 2\Zfc -  1. The
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problem has become that of estimating or evaluating the constant , and whether this is 
possible, or what is the efficacy of the bound obtained, remains an open question. Clearly, 
if all non-trivial irreducible representations of F have degree at least A — fr +  E then F(n) 
would be Ramanujan, for any finite generating set Q. Failing that, it may be possible to 
evaluate or estimate the eigenvalues of F(n) arising from representations of ‘small’ degree, 
and so use Theorem 8.13 as a means of estimating the gap of the graph F(Q).
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Chapter Nine 
Expanders and Free Subgroups of SL(2,Z)
9,1 In t ro d u c t io n
In this final Chapter we turn our attention to expander graphs (see Chapter One for a 
definition) and, using the techniques of Buck [Bu], deploy free subgroups of SL{2,  Z) to 
construct infinitely many families of linear expanders. In [LPS] an explicit construction 
is given, for each prime p that is congruent to 1 modulo 4, of a family of [p +  l)-regular 
non-bipartite Ramanujan graphs whose orders tend to infinity. These may be used to 
produce an infinite number of families of linear expanders as we now show.
D efin i t ion  9.1. An [n,k,  X)-diffuser is a doubly-stochastic n X n matrix M , with at 
most k non-zero entries in each row and column, such that
^ = max
taken over all non-zero vectors x =  (x i , . . . ,X n )  with ~  0, and where ||x|| —
( ^ ”_j The value X is known as the diffusion coefficient of M .  ■
In particular, we call a fc-regular graph G of order n an (n. A:, A)-diffuser if its adja­
cency matrix A  is such that A i s  an (n, k, A)-diffuser in the above sense. Note that if a 
A-regular graph is an (n, k, A)-diffuser then it is an (n, k, k (l  -  A))-enlarger. The proof of 
the following theorem, which shows how diffusers may be used to make expanders, is due 
to Buck [Buj.
L e m m a  9.2. Let G be an {n, k, X)-diffuser. Then the bipartite double cover o f  G is an 
(n, k, I -  X'^)-expander.
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Proof. Let G = (F, E) be an (n, k, A)-diffuser, and suppose that for any X Ç F  we 
define the function
i i%i (" G X); 
f x H  =  ' '
I 0 X).
Then l |/x | |  =  |X | “ 2 and Ylvev fxi'o)  =  L If A is the adjacency matrix of G then it is 
clear that
^ f x { y ) =
{ u i , v } £ E
SO that A Af x [ v )  — 1. Let F(X) denote (as usual) the set of vertices of G adjacent
to some vertex in X, and consider the set of all real functions on F  with support contained 
in F(X) and which satisfy f (v)  — 1. It is easy to see that both /r(X) and \ A f x
are in this set, and (using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) that / r (x )  has the least norm 
of all such functions. Hence
|r(X)| IHr(x)ll <
1
A \  — f  (  f x -----n V n
A / x -




|r(X)| -  n
< — 1“ A' JL _ i
|X| n
=  1 -  (l -  A*) 1 -  '| Y | \ \  1n JJ |X|
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Consequently
|r(x)|> ' |x |
SO that the bipartite double cover of G is an (n,fc, 1 — A^)-expander, as required. ■
Tt follows from the above result that the graphs constructed in [LPS], being non- 
bipartite Ramanujan graphs, are ( n ,p +  l , 2y/p/{p 3- l))-diffusers so that their bipartite 
double covers are ( n ,p +  1 ,1 — )-expanders. Thus, for each prime p congruent to
1 modulo 4 there exists a family of linear expanders of valency k = p 1 and expansion 
1 — Thus we may find a family with expansion that is arbitrarily close to 1,
provided that we choose the valency to be large enough.
In this chapter we shall exhibit, for r =  2, 3 , . . . ,  a family Fy of linear expanders such 
that the valency of Fy is O(r^) and the expansion is 1 — 0[r~^) .  In other words, for 
this sequence of families the expansion is 1 — 0(/c~3) where k is the valency. Hence, in 
comparison with the Ramanujan graphs, the convergence of the expansion to 1 is much 
slower. However, to the author’s knowledge, this is the only other explicit example of a 
sequence of families of linear expanders with expansion converging to 1, and the proof is 
more elementary than that in [LPS], since it does not require the proof of a special case 
of the Ramanujan Conjecture.
9.2 DifFusion O perators
If G is an infinite group generated by the k-set Ü (which is closed under inversion), 
and L^(G) is the space of complex-valued square-summable functions on G, then we 
define the diffusion operator M q on this space by
wen
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for any /  E L^{G). We then define the operator norm ||Mg|| by
i i M . l i .  « P
feL~{G)  11/11 
f ^ o
where | |/ | |  =  1/(9')!^) • (In future all operator norms will be assumed to be
derived in this way from the 2-norm on the underlying function space.) In fact (since G 
is countable) we may restrict /  G J^{G) to just those functions which have finite support, 
for any /  G L‘^ {G) can be approximated by a sequence { / n } ^ i  of such functions so that 
11/ -  /nil —^ 0 as n ^  GO. Then
| | |^ G /n | |  -  llMc/lll < | |Mg ( /  -  /n)||
< | |M g | | x | | / - / „ | |
so that IIMg /nil —> | |Mg / | |  as n go.
From now on we set G =  SL{2, Z) ,  the group of all 2 X 2 integer matrices with 
determinant 1. It is well known (for example [MKS, Section 2.3]) that the matrices
2 l )  1
freely generate a subgroup of SL(2,  Z). This observation yields the following result. 
L e m m a  9.3. For any finite subset S  Ç {1 ,2 ,.. .}  the set of matrices
^ ( ^ )  =  { A " g " | s G 5 '}
freely generates a subgroup F(5) of SL{2,  Z).
Proof. ]f F = {x,y) is a free group on the generators x and y, then there is no 
non-trivial relation between any of the elements x y , x^ y^ , x ^y ^ , . . .  [M KS, Section 1.4
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Exercise 12] so that, for any finite subset S  Ç {1,2 ,. . .}  the elements {%*y* | s G 5 }  
freely generate a subgroup of F.  The result follows upon setting x — A, y = B . •
It follows from this result that the Cayley graph of the group F (S') with respect to 
the generating set 0[S)  = 4>(S) U 4>(S)~^ is the infinite 2|S'|-regular tree so that, by a 
result of Kesten [Ke], we have
|5| •
The group SL(2, Z) acts on the lattice (minus the origin) C = Z X Z \  {0} by
(  c d )  ■ I/) ^  cz +  dy).
There is a corresponding diffusion operator M  = M-p(^s),£ on the space L^{C) given by
for any /  G T^(f ). We need the following result to show that the norm of this operator 
(defined in the usual way) equals that of M r(5 ).
L e m m a  9.4. Let G he an infinite group generated by the finite set fl (= and
suppose that it acts transitively on the set A with the point stabiliser o f some element 
a E A being H (so that A is isomorphic to the coset space cos{G/ H)) .  Define diffusion 
operators on L^(G) and L^(A) respectively by
Mof i g )  =  i/i E
I I wen
M .i/(a)  =  T E
I I wen
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Then i f  H is Abelian it follows that ||Mg|| =  1|AF |^| (both operator norms being defined 
in the usual way).
Proof. Buck [Bu, Proposition 4.1]. ■
Lem ma 9.5.
Proof. The stabilizer of the element (r, 0) E C under the action of SL{2,  Z) described 
above is the Abelian group
Now it is easy to see that, under the action of S'L(2,Z), the set C has orbits Ai, A2 , . . 
where
^ r  = { { x , y ] e C \  hcf(z,y) =  r}
for r =  1 ,2 , . . .  . Hence, for any (x,y) E C there exists a positive integer r and an 
element 7  E S'L(2,Z) such that (z,y) =  7 (r, 0). Consequently, the stabilizer of (z, y) 
under the action of P(S') is the Abelian group P(S') n  7 ^ 7 “ .^ Let denote the
operator which is the restriction of M  to those functions in fy^ {jC) whose support is 
contained in the orbit of (z,y) (under the action of F(5) on Ü). Then, by applying 
Lemma 9.4 with G =  F(S'), Q = H(5), A being the orbit of (z, y) and H  =  F(5 ) r i 7 iF7 ~^, 
we deduce that
||A^(x,y)|| =  l|A/r(5)||
=  V ( z , ÿ ) e r .
It only remains to prove that |]M(3,_^ )|] =  ||M||. As we have previously pointed out, we 
need consider only the functions /  E L^{C) with finite support. Given such an / ,  there 
are only a finite number of orbits on which /  is non-zero. Let (z,, y,) and fi  [I < i < t) be
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representatives of these orbits and the restriction of /  to these orbits, respectively. Then
\ \Mfr ^  I | M ( . „ „ ) / i | P  + - - - + | |M ( .„ „ ) / , | |^  
"  ll/llp + - ' - + l l / , l p
V M E l
- 1 |S|
so that ||M|| < (>y2|5'| — 1 / |5 |) .  On the other hand, if /  is such that
=  Ml
then by extending the domain of /  to all of £ (simply by defining it to be zero outside 
the orbit of (z i ,y i))  we see that
IIM/II _  v ' ^ i s F T
ll/ll |5|
Hence ||M|| > ( \ /2 |S |  -  1/ |S |), so that
_  n/2 |S | -  1
|S|
as required. ■
There is another action of 5L(2, Z) which will be of use to us, namely that on the 2- 
torus — R^/Z^, defined in the same way as the action upon £. The diffusion operator 
on L^(T^) corresponding to the action of r (S )  on is given by
(M r2 ,g /)(z )  =  ^  ^  /(w 1%).
' ' w€n(s)
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We denote by g the restriction of this operator to the subspace
=  I /  e  Û ( T ^ )  I f { y )  dy^iy) =  0
where // is the (normalized) Lebesgue measure on T^. We shall use the quantity 5 II
(which is defined in the usual way from the norm | | / |p  =  /y.2 l /(y )P  <^ M(y)) to estimate 
the expansion of our expanding graphs.
9.3 E x p a n d in g  G ra p h s  f ro m  F(5)
Let T be the automorphism of 5L(2, Z) that takes a matrix to the inverse of its transpose. 
Then, if A  and B  are as defined in Section 9.2, we have t[A^B^) = B~^A~^  so that the 
generating set Q{S)  is closed under the action of r. Recall that, for a function /  G Û{T^) ,  
the Fourier transform of /  is
f ( x ) =  / e x p ( - 2 7 T t { x , y ) ) f ( y ) d p ( y )  
JT^
where (z,y) denotes the usual scalar product on
L em m a 9.6. The Fourier transform is a surjection from Lo(T^) to L^(£), 
Proof Parseval’s identity gives
so that /  G L^(T^)  implies that /  G L^(Z^). Furthermore
/(o) = f  f { y ) M y )JT"^
=  0  if /  e  Ll (T^]
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so that /  G Lq(T^) implies that we may assume that /  G That the map is
surjective is a simple consequence of the Riesz-Fischer Theorem. ■
For 7  G SL{2,  Z) the operator is defined by
[U^f ) (x)  = f ( l~' ^x).
Then, for a finite subset S  Ç {1, 2,. ..}, we define
I I w6»(S)
Then clearly
U s f = {
\ M f  if /  G £"(£).
The following theorem (due to Buck [Bu]) shows that the diagram shown below commutes 
(where F is the Fourier transform map) :
M
Ll{T^)  Û( C)
T h e o re m  9.7. Tf f  E L\{T'^) then
{ M^ . g f ) { x )  =  (Mf ) {x ) .
Proof.
{M^.gf)(x)= [  exp(-27ri{x,y))(MT2 s^f){y) My)
' J t ~
=  -|L  f  e x p { - 2 7 T i { x , y ) ) ( U ^ F U , M f ( y ) d p ( y )
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However
f  e x p ( - 2 n i { x , y ) ) U ^ ^ f { y ) d p ( y ) =  f  e x p { - 2 n i { x , o j ( z ) ) ) U ^ f ( u j ( z ) ) d f i ( z )  
JT- JT-
= f  e x p ( - 2 7 T i { u j ' ^ { x ) , z ) ) f { z ) d p { z )
J t -
where denotes the transpose of w, so that
f  e x p ( - 2 7 v i { x ,  y ) ) U ^ f ( y )  dfj . (y) =  f { u ' ^ { x ) )
Similarly, we have
so that we deduce that
as required. ■ 
C o ro l la ry  9.8.
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Proof. If /  e  Ll(T^}  then
l|A^r=,.9/ir =  [  \ { K ' - , s f ) { y ) \ " M y )J T'^
= 'Y ,  I by Parseval’s identity
XÇ.C
^ | ( m / ) ( z ) | ^  by Theorem 9.7 
x£C
= l |M / |p .
Similarly we have | | / |P  =  | | / |P  so that
and hence that ||M ^ 2  ^|| =  ||M||. The result then follows from Lemmas 9.5 and 9.6. ■ 
We are now in a position to define our expanding graphs. Given the finite subset 
S Ç {1 ,2 ,. . .}  we define the spreading operator T for subsets X Ç by
r(x)= U “W-
wen(5)
L em m a 9.9. For any X  Ç we have
i r ( r ( X) ) >  (^1+ ( l -  ir(X)
where \  X .
Proof. The proof is essentially a continuous version of that of Lemma 9.2. We set 
A =  X Ç and define G by
/ , ( , ) = { = * ’
( 0 (otherwise).
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Then | | /x | |  =  p ( X) ~^  and f j . .  f x ( y )  dfi(y) = 1. Consider the subset of L^(T^) of func­
tions /  with support contained in F(X) and which satisfy ^ f  ( y )  d i i [ y )  =  1. Both 
/ r (x )  and M'p2 s f x  he in this set, and it is easy to see (using the integral form of the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) that f r ( X )  has the least norm of all such functions. Hence
//(F(X))
— (l +  ( / x  -  1)) 11^
=  1 + ||M^2 _g(/x -  i ) i r  
< i + A ' i i / x - i i r .
Then, using the fact that | | /x  -  l |p  =  i-i[X)/ i i{X^) , we proceed in a manner analogous 
to that in the proof of Lemma 9.2 to show that
X F ( X ) ) >  ( 1 + ( 1 - A ^ ) X X ' : ) ) X X ) .
The result follows at once because A =  \/2 |5 '| — ■
Now let n be a positive integer. Following the methods of Gabber & G alii [GG] and 
their generalisation by Buck [Bn], we divide the torus into v} subsets, of the form
Sq(a,fe) =  I  (z,y) G T ‘
a a + 1 6  6 + 1
-  < z <  , -  < y < -------
n n n n
for each (a, 6) G x (where Z„ is the ring of integers modulo n). For a positive 
integer s, we will consider the set B^Sq{a,b).  We have
1 2s 
2s 4s^ +  1 /  ’
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so that,
: (z, y) •-> (z +  2sy, 2sx +  (4s^ +  l)y).
Suppose that (z, y) G Sq(a, h) so that, for some q in the set ( 0 ,1 , . . . ,  2s}, we have
CL +  2sb +  y u +  2s6 + y +  1
 < z +  2sy < --------------------
n n
Then clearly
2sa +  (4s^ +  1)6 +  2sy . ? . \ 2sa +  (4s^ +  1)6 +  2sy +  2s +  1 ---- ^ ^ --------  < 2sx +  (4s^ +  l)y < -------- ----------- --------- -------------
We deduce that
2s 2s




R -M -" S q (a ,  6) Ç [ J  y  Sq((l +  4s^)a -  2s6 + 2sy -  p, - 2 s a  +  6 -  y). (9.2)
q = 0 p = 0
Given a finite subset S Ç (1 ,2 , . . .} ,  we construct a finite bipartite graph as follows. Let 
the vertices of each bipartite block be labelled with the elements of X Z„. Then, for 
each s E S,  join each vertex (a, 6) in the first block to the vertices of the second block 
given by
(Tp_g(a., 6) =  (a + 2s6 + y, 2sa +  (4s^ +  1)6 +  2sy + p)
and
4>p,q{a, 6) =  ((1 +  4s^)a — 2s6 + 2sy — p, —2sa + 6 — y)
for 0 < p, y < 2s.
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T h e o re m  9.10. For any finite subset S  Ç {1,2 ,..  .} the family {G ,^(5 ')}^i is a family 
of linear expanders of valency 2 +1)^  and expansion ^1 -  .
Proof. Clearly for each s E S  there are 2(2s +  1)^ edges issuing from each vertex in 
the first block, whence the expression for the valency.
To calculate the expansion of Gn{S)  we take a subset X  of the vertices in the first 
block, and let F(X) be its set of neighbours in GnC'S). (We will also use F to denote the 
spreading operator on T^, but it will be clear from the context which definition of F is 
being used).
Let
Sq(X) =  y  Sq(a,6).
( a , b ) G X
Then, by definition of adjacency in G„(5) and the equations (9.1) and (9.2), we have
F(Sq(X)) Ç Sq(F(X))
so that
|r(X)| =  nV(Sq(r(X)))
> n V (r ( S q (X ) ) ) .
Thus, by the result of Lemma 9.9 applied to the subset Sq(X) Ç T^, we have 
|r(X)| > « y  + ( l  -  M(Sq(X)')j M(Sq(X))
Hence G^(5) is an (n ^ ,2 ^ ^ g g (2 s  +  1 ) \  ( l  -  )-expander, and the result follows. ■ 
Clearly, to minimise the valency of Gn(S)  whilst keeping the expansion fixed, we 
should choose subsets of the form 5"^  =  { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r}. We then have the following result.
I l l
C o ro lla ry  9.11. Let k{r) = 2r(4r^ + 1 2 r +  l l ) /3 .  Then for each integer r > 2 there 
exists a family o f linear expanders o f valency k{r) and expansion (l —
Proof The graph G„(5r) has valency
2 ^  (2.S +  1)2 =r 8 ^  +  8 ^  s +  2r
sESr 5=1 3=1
4
=  - r ( r  +  l) (2r  +  1) +  4r(r +  1) +  2r
=  A;(r).
Hence Gn{Sr)  is an (n^,k(r) ,  ^1 — )-expander, so that {G ,^ (5 r)}^ i  is a family of 
linear expanders of valency k(r) and expansion (l — 7 )^- ■
It is a simple matter to estimate the density of the corresponding families of linear 
superconcentrators using Theorem 3 in [GGJ. For r = 2, the family {G„(5 2 ) } ^ i  yields 
superconcentrators of density equal to 1252, and this value increases with r, so that the 
in this sense the graphs we have described have poor expansion properties (compare the 
value for the density of 58 obtained from the graphs derived in [LPS]). However, as we 
have said, we can achieve expansion arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing the valency to be 
large enough, which has only been achieved elsewhere by using the Ramanujan graphs of 
Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak.
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